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Introduction

This work originally appeared in 1960 as The Aeroplane: An historical 
survey. It has now been rewritten in the light of subsequent research, 
and brought to a close at the end of World War II, a time which saw 
the practical start of the jet age. As before, the intention has been to 
record the origin, birth and final establishment of the aeroplane in our 
civilisation, where it came to inaugurate - as Sir George Cayley had 
truly foretold - 'a new era in society'.

Of the scope and treatment adopted, I would first say that I have 
again devoted what might be felt an over-preponderance of space to 
the origins and early days of the aeroplane; that is to say, up to World 
War I. But I still feel that it is the early development of ideas, then the 
slow technological climb from Cayley to the Wright brothers, and the 
final achievement of the practical powered flying machine - followed 
by the oddly slow progress it made in Europe during the period 
1902-09 - that should be firmly established in their general features, 
in order properly to lay the foundations of the aviation history to 
come. The later periods are, in any case, well covered by others.

Regarding, almost with nostalgia, the earlier state of aeronautical 
history - with its amorphous personal recollections, the tentative 
recording of events, and its often semi-fictitious chronicles - it is 
nevertheless gratifying to see how the subject has now become 
established as an important branch of technological history, with large 
numbers of books appearing on every aspect of the subject. These 
works often cover parts of the field in the greatest detail; whole books, 
for example, have been written about the aircraft manufactured by 
one firm, or one type of machine (such as the bomber) used by a single 
country; and there are even books dealing with individual makes of 
aeroplane, along with articles in periodicals which delve ever deeper 
into the minutiae of construction, development and performance. 
But my purpose has been quite different: it has been to describe the 
historical origins upon which the vast industry of modern aircraft 
manufacture has been raised. I therefore deal with later flying more 
briefly, in order to keep the whole subject in historical perspective. 
Regarding my fuller treatment of the early periods of ideas, 
endeavours and achievements, I would say that I have attempted, 
broadly speaking, to deal with them mainly from the evolutionary 
standpoint, concentrating upon the main formative influences.

Expressing thanks to all those who have aided me would involve, 
for the second time, a very long list of names; I have already paid 
tribute to many of them in the original version of the book. But I 
would again express my sincere thanks to the Director of the Science 
Museum, Sir David Follett, and to his colleagues Miss Margaret 
Weston, Mr Brian Lacey, and Commander Walter Tuck, for all their 
encouragement and many kindnesses. Then I would like to express 
deep gratitude to my friends at the Royal Aircraft Establishment at
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Farnborough, especially Dr Percy B Walker, CBE, formerly Head of 
the Structures Department; Dr Dietrich Kuchemann, CBE, FRS, Head 
of the Aerodynamics Department, and John Bagley, AFRAeS, of the 
same department. To my colleague Mrs Beryl Edginton I owe an ever 
increasing debt for her many labours in connection with my books, 
not the least of which is the laborious task of checking and reading 
the proofs. Finally in Her Majesty's Stationery Office itself, there are 
many old and new friends to thank for their extreme good nature and 
ever-willing cooperation with someone who must certainly rank as one 
of their most demanding and most enraging authors; but particular 
mention should be made of Mr David Napthine, Deputy Head of the 
Layout Section, who has so admirably designed this book, both in its 
original form, 1 and as it appears today. 2

Not being happy with the somewhat 'spotty' appearance of the text 
illustrations in the previous work, I decided greatly to increase their 
number, and place them in 'page groups' throughout the historical 
narrative. 3 Most of the drawings which illustrate aircraft prior to 
about 1910 are taken from original documents. Mr Napthine and 
I then felt that it would preserve a certain essential harmony of 
appearance if we could continue this 'idiom of line' throughout the 
history. I had - in the original work - been allowed to use a number 
of the highly talented (sic) drawings made by Mr Douglas Rolfe in 
the USA; but I now required nearly double the number that I had 
originally used. It is therefore with especial gratitude that I here 
record the generous permission to use this large number of the Rolfe 
drawings, accorded me by The Conde Nast Publications Inc., of New 
York City, publishers of Air Progress magazine.

Every historian, no matter what his subject, must seek aid and 
advice from a variety of authorities within the field he explores. But 
every historian must also, and inevitably, make mistakes, as well as 
overlooking misprints. As before, I would finally appeal to readers 
to kindly inform me of any mistakes they find. Where it is a question 
of my facts being thought incorrect, I must ask to be provided with 
reliable documentary evidence of any alterations which they feel 
should be made.

Notes

1 The Aeroplane: an historical survey, published 1960.
2 The first edition of Aviation: an historical survey, published 1970.

3 The current edition uses almost all the line drawings from the previous 

editions, but most of the halftone images have been replaced with new 

pictures.



Preface to Second Edition

Since the stocks of the first edition of this book were exhausted there 
has been a continuing demand for copies, and the Science Museum 
decided that it should be reprinted. 1

For some time before his death in December 1981, Charles 
Gibbs-Smith had started preparing for a fully revised second edition. 
Unfortunately his own notes were too fragmentary, and the burden of 
completing his work too onerous, to permit of this complete revision; 
so the decision was taken in conjunction with the production staff 
of HMSO that revisions would be kept to a minimum. A significant 
number of minor corrections have been made, particularly in Sections 
2, 3 and 10 with the help of Professor Clive Hart and of Philip Jarrett.

Beyond that, the main change has been the deletion of numerous 
references to the projected Volume II - tentatively entitled Early 
Aviation History: Studies and Problems - which was intended by 
Charles Gibbs-Smith as a compendium on miscellaneous topics which 
had attracted his attention. In the event, the most important parts of 
this work were subsumed into his study of the influence of the Wright 
Brothers on the European pioneers, which was published as The 
Rebirth of European Aviation 1902-1908 in 1974; and other items 
were published separately. However, there remained a series of studies 
on a topic of particular concern to Charles Gibbs-Smith: various 
claims advanced in recent years for powered flight before the Wright 
Brothers. I have thought it right to add a brief summary of this work, 
on pages 283-7.

I know that Charles would have wished any second edition of his 
book to contain acknowledgement of the help received from a number 
of people: Tom Crouch, Tony Elsworthy, Clive Hart, Gene Husting 
and Philip Jarrett would certainly have been among that number.

JOHN A BAGLEY
Curator, National Aeronautical Collection

Science Museum, London
January 1984

Note

1 This 2003 edition omits the quotations on flying, bibliography and 

conversion tables featured in the 1985 edition.



Prologue

The earliest-known 
illustration in history of a 
powered aircraft: c. 1325. 
It is a string-pull helicopter 
model, shown in a Flemish 
manuscript in the Royal 
Library at Copenhagen 
(No. 3384.8). This type of 
'toy' - called by the French 
a 'moulinet a noix' (see 
page 16) - can be clearly 
plotted through the succeeding 
centuries; from it evolved 
the contra-rotating model 
of Launoy and Bienvenue 
(1784), which was copied by 
Cayley (1796) and published 
by him (1809), through which 
it became the direct ancestor 
of every helicopter flying 
today.

The practical realisation of voyaging through air and space has 

been a truly international achievement, in which some ten or more 

great nations have taken most honourable part, each making vital 

contributions to the development of the balloon, the airship, and the 

aeroplane. Disputes, claims and counter-claims should find no place in 

this great company.
The birthplace of civilisation would naturally have provided the 

breeding ground for many of the world's basic inventions: thus the 

ancient Chinese made three fundamental contributions in the field of 

aeronautics and propulsion when they invented the kite (c. 1000 BC), 

gunpowder (ninth century AD), and the rocket (c. AD 1100). The kite 

was the archetypal aeroplane wing, as well as the world's first aerial 

vehicle; for man-lifting kites were certainly in use in China within a 

few centuries of the invention of the kite, their first application being 

in the service of military observation. All three of these inventions 

found their way along the trade routes of the ancient world, and 

appeared in Europe during the Middle Ages.
The ancestry of the airscrew is obscure, but although the Chinese 

may have evolved it, the European airscrew did not originate in 

China, but appeared first in the uniquely European form of post (or 

tower) windmill, and was in widespread use by the thirteenth century. 

The passive role of the windmill's sails became an active propulsive 

airscrew by the fourteenth century, in the form of what were at first 

thought of as windmill toys, but were in fact pure helicopters of the 

string-pull type.
So, by the end of the fourteenth century, we had in Europe the two 

inventions which were to form the core, so to speak, of the powered 

aeroplane - the rigid inclined wing of the kite, and the active propulsive 

airscrew - not to be combined in one structure for some five centuries, 

but active in separation, and ready to come together when the 

historical processes had reached their appropriate stages of evolution.

As might be expected, the luxuriant explosion of art, science and 

letters which we call the Italian Renaissance brought forth the first 

man of great attainments to describe the flight of birds, to speculate 

on aviation and to design ornithopter flying machines (Leonardo da 

Vinci, 1485-1510).
Meanwhile, by way of some saints and many sinners, the idea of 

air-mindedness was to be nourished by brave and foolhardy men who 

fitted themselves with wings, and jumped to death or mutilation from 

high places.
Visions of military destruction from the air soon followed, and 

were first focussed and set down by a priest of Baroque Portugal (de 

Lana, 1670); and it was another Portuguese priest who took the first 

tentative steps towards gliders and hot-air balloons in model form 
(Gusmao, 1709).
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As the eighteenth century was celebrated as the Age of Reason, 
and as France was the land of Diderot and Voltaire, it was properly 

in character for the French to accomplish the enclosure of a 'cloud 

in a bag', and for the first time to travel through the air in great gas 

balloons sustained by hot air or hydrogen (the Montgolfier brothers, 

and Charles, 1783). Soon after, came the practical parachute and the 

first human drop from the air (Garnerin, 1797).
As the Industrial Revolution was initiated in Britain during 

the same century, it was appropriate that the applied science of 

aerodynamics, and the first formulation of the practical flying machine 

- as well as the prefiguring of the aeroplanes to come - should be 

accomplished in the land of Isaac Newton and James Watt (Cayley, 

1799-1809; Henson, 1843; Wenham, 1866).
In the meantime, France and Britain had both envisaged the 

elongated, powered and dirigible balloon (Meusnier, 1785; Cayley, 
1809-16). Then, after a long interval, France took the lead, and 
brought to fulfilment the first tentative airship (Giffard, 1852), and the 

first near-practical airship (Renard and Krebs, 1884).
It was almost inevitable that France, with her lasting interest in 

aerial affairs, would also come to exploit the aeroplane products 
of the British 'race of shopkeepers', and to establish for some years 
an aeronautical ascendancy of experimentation, exploitation and 
panache (Du Temple, c. 1857; Le Bris, 1857-68, Penaud, 1871; Tatin, 

1879). It was also inevitable that the tradition of British speculative 

physics should again reassert itself by producing the first aeroplane 
model with superposed wings (Stringfellow, 1868), and by proving 
the superior lifting qualities - with the aerodynamic raison d'etre - of 

double-surface cambered wings (Phillips, 1884, 1891).
Brave efforts to build and fly full-sized powered and piloted 

aeroplanes in France, Russia and Britain met with minimal success, 

only to the degree that, by various means, these machines were 
launched from the ground and into the air; but none of them could 
sustain themselves, and so could not fly (Du Temple, c. 1874; 
Mozhaiski, 1884; Ader, 1890; Maxim, 1894).

The all-important engines - which were later to make practical 
flying possible - grew from a French invention, the gas engine (Lenoir, 

1866); and then took root and flourished in the atmosphere of well- 

patronised practicality then prevalent in the states of the German 

princelings, which thus saw the invention of the four-stroke petrol 
engine (Otto, 1876); its brilliant application to automobilisme was 
also brought about by Germany (Benz, 1885; Daimler, 1886).

It was the unified and emergent Germany, with her thoroughness 

and pertinacity, which produced the first man to mount magnificently 

into the air, to ride the wind on gliders, and directly to inspire the 

next generation of pioneers to master the craft of mechanical flight 

(Lilienthal, 1891-96).
Finally, the vigorous upsurge of pioneering energy, enterprise and 

practical experimentation, traditionally associated with the New 

World, made it appropriate that the ultimate triumph of achieving the
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practical powered aeroplane should take place in the United States of 
America (the Wright brothers, 1899-1908).

To bring about this practical flying machine, a number of parallel 
streams of endeavour and invention had to be born, to develop, and 
to coalesce, before the Wright brothers could apply their creative 
faculties to achieve a satisfactory mechanism. These streams were: 
(1) the science of aerodynamics; (2) the technology of structures and 
aeroplane configuration; (3) fuel technology; (4) engine technology; (5) 
airscrew design; (6) flight control.

Thus the age-old dream that human beings would fly through the 
air by mechanical means was ultimately brought about by citizens of 
the great nations of the modern world, all working towards a common 
end, and for the common good of humanity; for the spur of war 
played little part in it.

The airship finally came to fruition in the first years of the 
twentieth century through the efforts of a Brazilian, a German and a 
group of Frenchmen (Santos-Dumont, 1899 and on; von Zeppelin, 
1900 and on; the designers and builders of the Lebaudy, 1902 and on).

The first type of powered aircraft in the Western world was the 
helicopter toy, powered by the pull of string wound on its rotor 
spindle; this first appeared in the fourteenth century, in Flanders. 
Ever since then, a continuous history of these models can be traced in 
Europe, with two in particular (Launoy and Bienvenu, 1784; Cayley, 
1796) being much publicised, and leading direct to the development 
of the modern helicopter, the first of which just to take off freely and 
vertically under its own power, with a man on board, was Cornu's in 
France (1907). It was in Germany that the first successful helicopter 
was flown (Focke-Achgelis, 1936), aided by the influence of the 
helicopter's 'halfway house', the Cierva Autogiro (1923). Then an 
ex-patriate Russian, working in the United States, introduced the 
helicopter as a practical vehicle to the world (Sikorsky, 1942), since 
when it has taken its place as one of the most important types of flying 
machine in both peace and war.

The reaction propulsion of aircraft - by jets of one kind or another 
- was first envisaged in France (Montgolfier, 1783); the first jet 
aeroplane was designed in France, but not built (De Louvrie, 1865); 
the first rocket-propelled and piloted aeroplane was the product of 
Germany (Von Opel et al., 1928) which was prophetic rather than 
practical. Then the whole vast realm of jet propulsion, by turbo 
jet engines, was pioneered by Germany and Britain in the first two 
successful flights with such engines designed by von Ohain (1939), 
and Whittle (1941), the latter - because of Germany's defeat in World 
War II - being left to lead the world, and directly to inspire the United 
States.

Space travel, in the person of the artillery rocket, was born 
in China about AD 1100; it was first mightily employed against 
an adversary by Tipu Sultan's army in India (1798-99), which 
immediately led to the successful reinvention and exploitation of the 
European war rocket by Britain (Congreve, c. 1805; Hale, 1867).
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Powerfully stimulated en route by French science fiction (Jules Verne, 
1863 and on), the rocket remained in both the armouries and the 
imagination of the world - but for the most part ineffectually - until 
an American pioneered the use of the liquid fuel rocket, which was the 
direct ancestor of modern space-flight (Goddard, 1926 and on). This 
work was then enthusiastically taken up in Germany, whose scientists 
(in 1944) launched a successful long-range rocket bomb which was 
the immediate parent of all the space vehicles of today. It was Russia 
- with her interest in space flight reaching back to Ziolkowsky in 
the nineteenth century -who achieved the first spaceship to orbit 
our Earth and carry its pilot (Gagarin, 1961), and who sent the first 
woman into space (1963). Finally, the dream of centuries came true 
when American astronauts first set foot on the Moon (Armstrong and 
Aldrin, 1969).

The conquest of space, following the conquest of the air, has been 
accomplished by the greatest of the world powers; not, perhaps as a 
League of Nations, or as the United Nations, but as member states 
working in amicable rivalry one with another, each of them intent on 
aims and objects far beyond the confines of parochial nationalism; but 
here it was war that set the pace.

'Per ardua ad astra' - 'through hardship to the stars' - is a fitting 
motto to sum up the aspirations of brave and far-sighted men from the 
earliest days of civilisation to the present day - and beyond.

10



1 Dreams, myths and devices

The idea of human flight has engaged the waking and sleeping 

thoughts of men from the time when they developed visual 

imagination and began to regard the birds with envy. With the envy 

came the ambition to emulate. For flying has never appeared to 

its devotees as a mere method of transportation, faster or more 

convenient than travel by land or sea; nor was it finally achieved by 

any pressure of economic need. Aviation has drawn its strength from 

an appeal to the emotions; an appeal to the longing for escape, or to 

the desire for exhilaration and power. Some have simply seen it as a 

symbol of aspiration. Desire for rapid locomotion came later.

'O that I had wings like a dove,' wrote the Psalmist, 'for then I 

would fly away and be at rest.' And a modern writer speaks of when 

'he closes his hands over the controls, and little by little in his bare 

palms he receives the gift of this power'.

In time there came prophecy to accompany desire, prophecy of 

achievement in both war and peace: in 1670 de Lana wrote of his 

proposed 'aerial ship': 'Where is the man who can fail to see that no 

city would be proof against surprise ... houses, fortresses, and cities 

could thus be destroyed, with the certainty that the aerial ship could 

come to no harm, as the missiles could be hurled from a great height.' 

And Tennyson 'dipt into the future, far as human eye could see, Saw 

the Vision of the world, and all the wonder that would be; Saw the 

heavens fill with commerce, argosies of magic sails, Pilots of the purple 

twilight, dropping down with costly bales'.

Realising that the prophecies were nearing fulfilment, the early 

pioneers were beset by more rational doubts concerning the uses that 

mankind might make of flying. And so both faith and hope - more 

technically informed - were added to prophecy, in a striving to temper 

the winds of Fate. In 1894 Octave Chanute was to write:

So may it be; let us hope that the advent of a successful flying machine, 

now only dimly foreseen and nevertheless thought to be possible, will 

bring nothing but good into the world; that it shall abridge distance, 

make all parts of the globe accessible, bring men into closer relation 

with each other, advance civilisation, and hasten the promised era in 

which there shall be nothing but peace and good-will among all men.

Even though the dream of mechanical flight had haunted its slaves 

over millennia, it could not be realised until modern technology had 

evolved a powerful and reliable prime mover of small relative weight; 

and until there emerged a science of aerodynamics and structures, 

and a technique of pilotage. As it turned out, the foundations of 

aerodynamics (laid in 1799-1809) preceded the prime mover by 

a century, and had to mark time while a host of misguided and 

eccentric characters ran riot over the field of aviation in the nineteenth 

century, while a few wise men strove to keep it on the right lines of

11
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development. But we should now go back for a moment to the origins 
of flying, and also consider some remarkable aeronautical devices 
which man came to invent in the early epochs of his history.

Nature has not always suggested the basic tools of civilisation 
- vide the wheel, for example - but here can be no doubt that it has 
been the bird which has provided the chief inspiration for men to fly. 
Only later came the less dynamic inspiration of the clouds, whose 
passive flotation was to appeal to the less adventurous spirits. Hence 
there arose the basic division of human flight into aviation (heavier- 
than-air flight) with its aviators, and aerostation (lighter-than-air 
flight) with its aeronauts. But even the latter, after the invention of 
the balloon in 1783, became irked at being at the mercy of the winds, 
and went on to develop the 'navigable balloon', or airship. It is also 
interesting to note that the teeming squadrons of the insect world have 
never played a significant part in inspiring men to fly, probably owing 
to their being too small to allow of any effective rapport with human 
beings. Nature, of course, numbers other airmen among her creatures, 
the most accomplished of whom is the bat, followed by such far less 
talented exponents as the flying fish and flying squirrels, both of which 
are, however, only gliders: but none of these was important in aviation 
until the bat came to influence a handful of workers in the nineteenth 
century.

Earth - and heaven - has been peopled by aerial creatures of the 
imagination since the earliest days of recorded time: and the makers of 
myth, religion and legend often invoked the power of flight to transport 
their heroes, gods and holy men through the sky. Sometimes the voyages 
were made in cars or chariots, with or without the help of birds and 
other beasts; sometimes the passengers were provided with wings; and 
occasionally the sacred aeronauts were simply invested with the power 
of levitation. All such celestial activity encouraged the will to fly; and 
from the earliest times there was no lack of prophets who arose to 
forestall the conquest of the air, as well as the blessings and calamities 
that would attend it. Thus Egypt came to have her winged deities; 
Assyria her winged bulls; and Arabia her flying carpet, of mysterious 
origin. The Far East had not only many levitated beings and bird-gods, 
but flying chariots, some equipped with paddle wheels. Classical Greece 
and Rome produced such familiar figures as the winged god Mercury, 
the winged horse Pegasus, and the flying chariot of Triptolemus. Then 
came the angels and putti of Christianity, the former - through countless 
thousands of pictures - providing a constant stimulus to air-mindedness 
throughout the centuries, for cleric and layman alike.

Worth their weight in gold for the creation and maintenance of 
air-mindedness, were also the aerial legends that grew up in Europe. 
And the modern airman's legend par excellence is, of course, that 
of Daedalus and his son Icarus, which was possibly based on an 
early attempt at flight: Daedalus, who had constructed the Cretan 
labyrinth for King Minos, later incurred the King's wrath: so 
Daedalus made wings for them both to escape from Crete, where 
they were imprisoned; but he warned Icarus not to fly near the sun:

12
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Figure 1.1 The classic 
airman's myth of Daedalus 
and Icarus, showing Icarus 
crashing; from a woodcut of 
1493.

Figure 1.2 Alexander the 
Great drawn through the air 
by gryphons; from a woodcut 
of 1506.

Icarus disobeyed, and the sun melted the wax which glued together 
his wings, causing him to crash to his death in the sea (Figure 1.1). 
Daedalus made a safe landing in Sicily. Almost as picturesque was 
the legendary journey of Alexander the Great to view the heavens 
by means of gryphons harnessed to his chariot, the beasts being 
persuaded to fly upward by meat fixed out of reach above them 
(Figure 1.2). There is also our own national story which tells how the 
legendary King Bladud of England - founder of Bath and father of 
King Lear - overtaxed his powers of necromancy by trying to fly over 
London with artificial wings, and was killed in the attempt (c. 852 BC).

Remaining over from the early days of civilisation, and still in use 
in various parts of the world, are a number of what might be called 
'aeronautical devices'. First came the arrow and the boomerang, 
whose ages are incalculable: the arrow is, of course, only an 
aeronautical device by virtue of the stabilising effect of the feather(s), 
which are aerofoils. But the boomerang is virtually a power-launched 
rotating glider, and a highly remarkable aircraft at that, which returns 
to the man who launches it, if it misses its target: the aerodynamics 
of the boomerang are of considerable complexity, and it taxes the 
mind to imagine how such a device could have been developed by 
comparatively primitive tribes.

The kite - which is really a tethered glider - is a device of great 
antiquity in the East, being known in China for probably a thousand 
years BC, and becoming known in Europe certainly by the thirteenth 
century 1 : it is the true ancestor of the aeroplane, and has played an 
important part in the history of flying. The kite was first to take part

13
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in aeroplane flight when it formed the wings of Cayley's first model 
glider in 1804.

How the European type of post (or tower) windmill - with its 
horizontal spindle and vertical sails - came into being, is still a 
mystery. The earliest known illustration of one is in the Windmill 
Psalter in the British Museum, and is dated c. 1290 (Figures 1.3 and 
1.4); but, so far, it has no ancestors, although it must have come into 
use much earlier, and appears to be indigenous to Europe. For the 
Middle Eastern windmills, along the trade routes to China, seem 
always to have had vertical spindles and horizontally-set sails, half of 
which were boxed in so that the wind would strike only the blades 
on one side. This 'paddle' system would accord with the fact that 
paddle-wheel propulsion - and hence passive paddle-wheel rotation 
- were well known in China at an early date; and the principle, along 
with many other ideas and inventions, travelled westwards over the 
trade routes. But there is no trace of the transit, or arrival in Europe, 
of the upright type of mill, with its horizontal spindle. This familiar 
form of European windmill is the passive ancestor of the active 
aircraft airscrew; and it is interesting to note that certainly by the early 
fourteenth century, the passive 'airscrew' of the windmill had already 
become an active airscrew in the form of the string-pull toy helicopter. 
It was these toys - rather than the full-size windmills from which they 
were derived - which were the immediate ancestors of the modern 
aircraft airscrew - the first airborne use of which was on Blanchard's 
balloon of 1784 - and of the modern helicopter.

Notes

\ As the ancient Chinese are known to have used man-lifting kites, the kite is 
- strictly speaking - the first man-carrying aircraft of history, but without 
the ability to travel from place to place.

Figure 1.3 Earliest illustration 
of a European windmill: 
c. 1290.

Figure 1.4 European 
windmill: c. 1410.
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2 From classical antiquity to the end 
of the sixteenth century

Figure 2.1 Modern illustration 
of one of the 'tower jumpers' 
of early history.

Although classical mythology produced some intriguing figures 
equipped for flying, such as the winged horse Pegasus, as well as the 
airman's classic legend of Daedalus and Icarus, the civilisations of 
ancient Greece and Rome seem to have been singularly uninterested in 
aeronautical matters. Only the figure of Archytas of Tarentum emerges 
mistily about 400 BC: he is said to have made a wooden dove, which 
may have been propelled, when hung from a whirling arm, by a jet of 
steam.

There follows an astonishing interregnum of nearly 1500 years, 
during which time, if there were recorded events of men with wings, 
they do not survive, except for vague statements of an apocryphal 
nature.

Then emerge the historical figures of 'Abbas b. Firnas, an Arab 
savant who covered himself with feathers and attempted a flight in 
Spain, around 875; and of Eilmer, 1 a Benedictine monk who jumped 
off the tower of Malmesbury Abbey about 1010. He had equipped 
himself with wings, and is reported to have flown about 200 metres 
before crashing and breaking both legs: he is said to have regretted 
not fitting a tail surface. Then in 1162 the so-called 'Saracen of 
Constantinople' became famous by jumping to his death from a tower: 
he wore a voluminous cloak with stiffening battens forming sail-like 
wings. In all probability, there were many of these brave but foolhardy 
'tower jumpers' who lived and died, and whose names have slowly 
faded out of history: they at least had the courage of their conviction 
that men must one day fly (Figure 2.1).

Aeronautical speculation - both on lighter- and heavier-than-air 
flying - was indulged in by a Franciscan monk, Roger Bacon 
(1214-92), whose work De mirabili potestate artis et naturae (written 
c. 1250, but first printed in Paris in 1542) contains references to 
hollow globes of copper filled with 'aetherial air', which would float in 
the atmosphere; and a flying machine in which a man would sit and 
propel himself by turning a mechanism of some kind: but such vague 
speculations must have been made by many a learned monk over the 
centuries but not written down; or having been committed to paper, 
were destroyed or lost to view, as indeed Roger Bacon's were lost for 
some centuries.

Then, at the end of the thirteenth century there suddenly appears, 
as already stated, the familiar form of the windmill with a horizontal 
spindle, which seems to spring into Europe fully developed, without 
origins or antecedents (Figures 1.3 and 1.4), but it must have been in 
use long before this illustration was made.

In 1326-27, there was produced a remarkable illuminated 
manuscript by Walter de Milemete (De nobilitatibus, sapientiis et 
prudentiis regum], now in the library of Christ Church, Oxford, which
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Figure 2.2 First illustration 
in the Western world of an 
aircraft (a kite), and a bomb: 
1326-27.

contains an unfinished drawing of what might fairly be called the first 
true aircraft in the Western world (Figure 2.2); it is a kite being flown 
over a beleaguered city, with a finned bomb hanging from it. The kite 
is the first known illustration of a type which grew increasingly 
familiar in Europe during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. It has 
a large, rigid, plane-surface head made of parchment, and a long, 
flexible cloth tail. Detailed instructions about how to build and fly one 
are found in a manuscript in Vienna, dated about 1430. Whether such 
kites were ever built large enough to carry a bomb in battle is perhaps 
doubtful but, if so, three knights (as shown in the illustration) could 
well have been needed to control them.

The earliest printed illustration of a kite of the familiar diamond 
type (imported from the East Indies) appears in a Dutch book of 1618.

The first illustration of a helicopter toy appeared in the first quarter 
of the fourteenth century - say c. 1320-30 in a Flemish psalter now 
at Copenhagen (see figure on page 7), with its four-bladed rotor 
derived from windmill sails: this type of little model, of which the 
most sophisticated of the early examples is that at Le Mans came 
to be called by the French, 'moulinet a noix' ('noix' referring to the 
pulley-wheel of a spindle): it is the earliest form of the active airscrew, 
and the direct ancestor of every helicopter flying today. The simpler 
toy, with an 'air-screw' solely rotated by the wind, was called a 
'moulinet a vent' (see Figure 2.3), and possibly dates back as early as 
the helicopter toy. Both were probably invented in the twelfth century, 
soon after the introduction of the classic tower type of windmill in 
Europe. Apart from the kite and the doll, these toys must have the 
longest continuous history of any plaything in history.

Then, about 1420, we find in the well-known manuscript of 
the engineer Giovanni da Fontana, in the Staatsbibliothek at Munich 
(Cod. iconogr. 242) an illustration of the first rocket 'aeroplane'; it is 
a model bird with outstretched wings, and the efflux emerging from 
the tail (Figure 2.4): hereafter winged rockets appear at intervals.

Figure 2.3 Early 
representation of a simple 
airscrew toy ('moulinet a 
vent'):c. 1485.
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Figure 2.4 First illustration 
in history (by Fontana) of a 
rocket-propelled 'aeroplane' 
(i.e. a model bird): c. 1420.

The early history of the rocket is still somewhat unclear, although it is 
generally believed that it originated in China and reached Europe via 
the Mongols and Arabs. (See Chapter 2 of History of Rocketry and 
Space Travel, W von Braun and Frederick I Ordway, 1966.)

It is impossible to judge what it was that Regiomontanus 
(Johann Miiller) made between about 1460-75; but it was described 
alternatively as an artificial eagle or as an 'iron fly'; it was probably a 
small model of some kind, and might easily have been a glider-model 
built by trial and error. There were probably a number of such models 
made through the years which remain unrecorded.

In 1496, an old cantor of Nuremberg broke an arm in trying to fly.
In 1498 - after some previous attempts - the Italian mathematician, 

G B Danti, who had attached wings to his arms, was seriously injured 
when he made a tower jump at Perugia. A few years later, in 1507, the 
Italian 'emigrant' John Damian, Abbot of Tungland, tried to fly with 
wings from the walls of Stirling Castle in Scotland; the record states 
that he 'fell to the ground and brak his thee bane', at which we would 
count him lucky.

Now - in the midst of the Italian Renaissance - there had just 
arisen the greatest all-round genius of history, to whom flying was a 
major obsession.

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) provides an absorbing chapter 
in aeronautical history. He was the first man of high scientific 
attainments to investigate the problems of flight, and although a few 
of his aeronautical notes and drawings may have been lost, the bulk 
seem to have survived and it is fairly clear where his ambitions and 
achievements lay. Most of his work dealt with flapping-wing aircraft 
(ornithopters), based on bird and bat flight; and his concern with 
the human imitation of birds amounted to "the most obsessing, most 
tyrannical of his dreams', in the words of one biographer. As a result 
of his emotional, rather than rational, approach to flying he did not 
on the whole subject it to the disciplined scrutiny he applied to other 
of his scientific activities. Perhaps it was the symbolic urge to escape 
and to conquer the air which led him to cling so tenaciously to the 
ornithopter idea, and neglect the idea of the fixed wing glider in all but 
a few of his later drawings. His obsession with the ornithopter was 
peculiarly fruitless owing to two factors: (a) his belief that the wings 
of such an aircraft 'have to row downwards and backwards ... write 
of swimming in the water (he says) and you will have the flight of 
the bird through the air'; and (b) that human muscles could properly 
power a machine. A bird cannot beat its wings backwards. The 
tradition that Leonardo launched a full-size ornithopter is without 
foundation, because any flight test based on downward and backward 
wing movements would have immediately wrecked the machine, with 
serious results for its pilot. As for human muscle as a po\yer plant, 
Leonardo - if he had not been subject to his overpowering ornithopter 
obsession - could easily have arrived at the conclusion that a man's 
muscles could never have propelled even the lightest of his suggested 
machines, let alone the huge and cumbersome contraptions his fancy
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ultimately drove him to; only today, with the ultra-light materials 
now available, has it become possible to make the briefest of man- 
powered flights. Leonardo designed various prone-position types of 
ornithopter and a standing-position type, most of them to be powered 
by combined arm and leg movements via machinery of fascinating 
but misplaced ingenuity. But there were times when his acute mind 
seems to have tired of its emotional tyrant, and he has left sketches 
of two aircraft types which show a completely different approach. 
One is an ornithopter powered by a bow-string mechanism (to be 
rewound by the pilot when in flight); the other has the outer wing- 
panels flapping down at a greater angle than the inner - a device 
which under modern conditions, and with the knowledge of how a 
bird is propelled, might be successful. Leonardo also designed some 
prophetic aeronautical instruments and devices,2 including a flap-valve 
system of wing construction for ornithopters, a head-harness working 
an elevator (which anticipated Lilienthal's body harness), a retractable 
undercarriage, and various finned projectiles. Until the discovery 
of medieval helicopter models, the helicopter was thought to have 
been the invention of Leonardo, whose machine was a helical screw 
operated probably by clockwork. But he did invent the parachute 
- in the form of a pyramidal tent - with a pole from the apex to the 
jointure of the shroud lines (Figure 2.5). Both Leonardo's helicopter 
and parachute were recorded as almost thumbnail sketches, and 
unfortunately he did not return to them. There was then a device, of 
which Leonardo may have been the inventor, for turning a roasting 
spit, which consisted of a properly bladed propeller on a shaft, 
rotated by hot air rising from the fire. If he had envisaged the blades 
being turned by a prime mover and displacing air, instead of the air 
turning the blades, he would have pioneered the proper airscrew. 
Leonardo also made studies of the air and its forces, which included 
investigations concerning the centres of gravity and pressure; and he 
understood the principles of streamlining, but only seems to have 
applied them to bodies moving in water. Curiously enough, it was 
after the main force of his ideas on the ornithopter were spent that 
he wrote his remarkable book on bird flight, Sul Volo degli Uccelli 
(1505), without, however, solving the problem of bird propulsion. 
Finally, late in life, he made some thumbnail sketches of a man 
clinging to a flat board which is seen in gliding descent like a falling 
leaf, a concept which might have led to vital changes in his outlook 
and to a mature concept of the glider. It is such glimpses of his mind 
working unhampered on the problems of flight that cause posterity to 
regret that he did not concentrate on the fixed-wing glider, a type of 
aircraft of which he might well have been the pioneer (Figure 2.6). 

Leonardo's remarkable work in aeronautics deserved to play a 
major role in the centuries of experimentation that followed; but 
owing to the culpable stupidity of his executor Francesco Melzi, it 
had no direct influence on the history of flying, and was not even 
known to the world until the last quarter of the nineteenth century, 
more than 100 years after the rediscovery of the parachute and the

Figure 2.5 First design for a 
parachute, by Leonardo da 
Vinci: c. 1485.

Figure 2.6 Standing-type 
ornithopter, designed by 
Leonardo da Vinci: 
c. 1485-1500. (Sciences 
Society Picture Library)
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Figure 2.7 Design for a 
sail-derived parachute by 
Veranzio: c. 1595.

helicopter, and when aerodynamics was already an advanced study. 
If his researches had been published sooner - as he wished them to 
be - his achievements and mistakes would have spurred on others to 
experiment, correct, and develop, and his genius would have provided 
a powerful inspiration throughout the centuries.

With the death of Leonardo in 1519 there follows nearly a 
century's pause in serious aeronautical thinking.

In 1536 an Italian clock-maker, Bolori, was killed when attempting 
to fly from the Cathedral of Troyes in France.

About the year 1595 there was published in Venice a work 
entitled Machinae novae by Fausto Veranzio, in which he described 
and illustrated a 'homo volans', which provided the first published 
illustration of a parachute in history (Figure 2.7): unlike Leonardo's 
device, Veranzio's was clearly derived from a ship's sail, and it is 
interesting to note that the most obvious ancestors of the parachute 
- the sunshade or umbrella - took no part in either of the first two 
parachute designs to appear in the west, although they were directly 
to inspire the first viable parachutes which were to appear in the 
eighteenth century.

Notes

1 Owing to a mis-reading of the manuscript, Eilmer appears in earlier 
histories as Oliver of Malmesbury. Similarly, 'Abbas b. Firnas appears as 
Armen Firman in earlier books.

2 Tradition also credits Leonardo with the invention of the hot-air balloon, 
but this is not true. See my Leonardo da Vinci's Aeronautics.
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Figure 3.1 European plane- 
surface kite, from Bate's 
Mysteryes of Nature and Art: 
1634.

Figure 3.2 European winged 
dragon-form kite: 1665.

Before describing the chief contributors to aeronautics during this 
century, there is a small but important item to note in 1618, when 
there occurs the first illustration - in a Dutch engraving - of what we 
have come to think of as a standard type of diamond-shaped kite, 
complete with tail. 1

This enlightened century produced some interesting figures in 
the world of 'flying'. In 1638 two books were published in England, 
both works on the moon, by Francis Godwin, Bishop of Hereford 
(1562-1633), and by another bishop, John Wilkins, Bishop of Chester 
(1614-72), a founder member of the Royal Society. Godwin's book, 
published posthumously in 1638, was Man in the Moone, and told 
the story of the hero Gonsales who trained wild swans - tied to a 
framework - to transport him to the moon. Wilkins' work, Discovery 
of a New World, first published anonymously in 1638, was a 
speculation on the moon being inhabited. This was followed in 1640 
by his Discourse concerning Flying, and in 1648 by Mathematical 
Magick: the former dealt with aerostation and the latter with various 
means of flying, i.e. with the spirits of angels, with the help of fowls, 
with wings fastened to the body, and with a flying chariot. These were 
the speculations of a shrewd man, but were not significant in history.

One of the few records of an actual model aircraft being built, 
concerns Tito Livio Burattini (born in Agordo, 1617), who settled in 
Poland about 1644. In 1647 he is said to have made working models 
of a flying machine, with four pairs of wings in tandem (the two 
middle pairs for lifting, the bow pair for propulsion, and the stern pair 
for propulsion and lift) with a tail unit for control: this is said to have 
been worked by springs, and to have raised a cat. Burattini is said 
also to have made a full-size version of this machine in 1648, but the 
account is probably untrue.

The most interesting figure in the seventeenth century, aero- 
nautically speaking, was the great English scientist Robert Hooke 
(1635-1703) who, independently of Borelli, came to the conclusion 
that human muscles are not strong enough to provide the power 
for flying, and that an engine was essential. He appears to have 
made an ornithopter model operated by some spring device in 1655 
which, as he said 'rais'd and sustain'd itself in the Air': this form of 
words probably, at the time, referred to travel through the air, and 
not helicopter flight. He then appears to have worked out designs 
for a man carrier. This is by far the most tantalising of 'cases', and 
one wonders if some sketch - as yet unrecognised - may not survive 
among his papers.

The German mechanic Johann Hautsch of Nuremburg, who is 
known mainly for his manumotive road carriage and his contribution 
to fire-fighting machinery, is also credited with building a flying 
carriage about 1660, but no details of this device are known. In 1673,
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one Charles Bernouin, a surgeon from Grenoble, is said to have flown 
from a tower at Regensburg in Germany using sail-like wings and 
rocket assistance, but to have then broken his neck flying at Frankfurt- 
on-Main.

Reports of attempted flights by tower jumpers occur quite regularly 
during the century. Among the less successful were the Italian painter 
Guidotti who fell through a roof at Lucca around 1600, and the 
anonymous Russian peasant who was severely beaten for failing to fly 
in 1680. On the other hand, Ahmed Hezarfen is celebrated in Turkey 
for a claimed flight of several kilometres to a successful landing in the 
marketplace at Scutari around the mid-century.

A small item of light relief occurs during this period in the 
Marquess of Worcester's Century of Inventions (1663) where, under 
invention number 77, one reads: 'How to make a man fly; which I 
have tried with a little Boy of ten years old in a Barn, from one end to 
the other, on a Haymow'.

Among the most constantly reproduced pictures in aviation history 
is that of the French locksmith Besnier (Figure 3.3), who attempted to 
fly at Sable in 1678 with an apparatus working on a similar principle 
to that of the waterbird's webbed feet. He is said to have made many 
careful experiments, and finally soared over a house and landed 
safely; this probably means he descended from the roof of the house. 
The apparatus he used must clearly have been more sophisticated 
and many times larger than that shown, which is a concept similar to 
that of the flap valve. It would just be possible for a man to make a 
floundering glide without coming to grief, if the "machine' parachuted 
him down, which would seem to be the explanation of those survivals 
and maimings with which fortune favoured a few.

In this connection it should be recorded that Francis Willughby, 
who died in 1672, unwittingly helped to perpetuate the idea of the 
man-powered ornithopter when, in his posthumously published 
Ornithologiae libri tres (1676), he said that it was a man's legs which

Figure 3.3 Fanciful 
representation of Besnier 
attempting to fly at Sable: 
1678.
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Figure 3.4 Design for an 
aerial ship, by de Lana: 1670.

were comparable in strength to a bird's wings, and not his arms; 
therefore the human makers of wings must harness leg power to them.

The man who did most to discourage the 'tower jumpers', 
and other experimenters with man-powered wings, was Giovanni 
Alphonso Borelli (1606-79), professor of mathematics at 
Messina, and later at Pisa. His De motu animalium was published 
posthumously at Rome in 1680, and became a major milestone in 
history; for in this work, Borelli proved that the musculature for a 
man - as compared with a bird - was inadequate for lifting himself 
and his apparatus, and flying. Today, with the ultra-light materials 
available, and the advanced knowledge of aerodynamics, man- 
powered flight is just physically possible; but up to a few years ago, it 
certainly was not; and Borelli's cold water on such schemes was badly 
needed. 'It is impossible', he wrote, 'that men should be able to fly 
craftily, by their own strength.'

In 1657-59, a Jesuit named Caspar Schott published his Magia 
universalis naturae et artis, in which he went over the ground of 
speculation on aerostation, but did not contribute anything to ideas 
on aviation. Much more important was another book concerned with 
aerostation by the Jesuit Father Francesco de Lana de Terzi published 
in Brescia in 1670. This work - Prodromo overo saggio (etc.)
- contained de Lana's design for, and description of, his aerial ship; 
this consisted of a vessel supported by four copper spheres which were 
to be emptied of all air, and hence rise: but de Lana did not appreciate 
that these spheres would be collapsed by atmospheric pressure (Figure 
3.4). His descriptions of aerial bombing, and airborne invasion, by his 
ship, are among the classic anticipations of modern warfare. 

In 1650 there had appeared the first edition of Cyrano de 
Bergerac's Histoire comique, on Voyage dans la Lune, with the first 
English translation appearing in 1659: Cyrano is of interest in that his 
fantasy methods of travel to the moon were ingeniously conceived. 
One of these methods was to strap round himself bottles of dew, 
which the sun would soak up, and take him up too: another was an 
inadvertent voyage in his aerial car after soldiers had fixed fireworks
- presumably rockets - to it, and sent it up into space.

Notes

1 The first to be found in Britain is in Bate's Mysteryes of Nature and Art 

(1635), shown in Figure 3.1. The fully-developed winged wind-sock type of 

dragon-kite is shown in Figure 3.2, which was published as late as 1665.
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In the year 1709 there occurred a somewhat mysterious event. One of 
the best known of aeronautical engravings shows an apparently 
ridiculous contraption called the Passarola (Great Bird), which until 
recently has been treated as pure fantasy. But the evidence now 
suggests that some well-meaning artist drew from hearsay an actual 
aircraft - a small model glider in the form of a bird. It was made by 
a Brazilian, Father Laurenc.o de Gusmao (1686-1724) and launched 
at Lisbon, perhaps achieving a tentative flight (Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 
He seems first to have constructed an inevitably earthbound full- 
size aircraft, and then made the model to rescue his reputation: its 
most interesting feature was an upper hood, or 'parachute' cover, a 
device to give more lift, which rested on a frame when the machine 
was not flying, and would immediately have the wind catch it from 
the underneath when flight commenced. A similar device was to be

Figure 4.1 The well-known 
and much-ridiculed 
illustration of Gusmao's 
Passarola: 1709.

Figure 4.2 Reconstruction by 
the present writer of how the 
Passarola probably appeared.
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employed by Trouve in 1870. Gusmao also seems certain to have 
achieved a primitive model hot-air balloon.

In northern Europe, the Swedish mystic Emmanuel Swedenborg 
somewhat surprisingly suggested an aeroplane design in 1714 (it was 
published in Daedalus Hyperboreas in 1716), which consisted of a 
car fixed below a huge wing-canopy, which could be reefed like a sail, 
and propelled by flappers made on the duck's webbed-foot principle, 
and worked by 'a spiral spring'. There was to be a pendulum device 
projecting below the craft to give it automatic stability, and a sort of 
beetle-like shield above the wings, for no very good reason. Coming 
from a man of such eminence, this idea is interesting, but is - except 
for the pendulum stability - without much merit historically.

Despite the teachings of Borelli, the 'tower jumpers' still flourished, 
and perhaps the most famous of them all was the Marquis de 
Bacqueville, who attempted, about 1742, to fly the River Seine in 
Paris, with wings fixed to his arms and legs: he seems to have taken 
off from a riverside house and to have floundered down on to a 
washerwoman's barge, breaking his legs. The 'paddles' shown in the 
illustration are clearly some simplification, and are on far too small 
a scale, of the equipment used for this foolhardy but brave attempt 
at flight. The belief that a certain John Childs tried to fly in England, 
and then from a tower at Boston (USA) in 1757, is now known to be 
untrue, and was based on a misinterpretation of early records.

The kite first came into its own as a vehicle for scientific research 
- a role it was thereafter to fulfil for more than 150 years - in the 
year 1749 when the Professor of Astronomy at Glasgow University, 
Alexander Wilson, measured the temperature of clouds at about 
3000 feet by means of a thermometer attached to a train of four or 
five paper kites; Wilson also seems to have antedated both Franklin 
and Jacques de Romas in the utilisation of kites for the study of 
atmospheric electricity. It was in 1752 that Benjamin Franklin made 
his celebrated experiment with a kite in a thunderstorm, in which he 
was nearly killed by the current.

The model helicopter - in use certainly since the fourteenth century 
as a toy - has recently been claimed by the Russian authorities to have 
been revived in 1754 with a twin contra-rotating rotor model operated 
by clockwork, made by the well-known scientist Michael Vasilyevitch 
Lomonosov, which is said to have flown successfully: but we have 
no documents. In 1768 the French mathematician, A J P Paucton, 
in his Theorie de la Vis Archimede, suggested a man-carrying and 
man-powered helicopter with two helical screws (pterophores], one 
to sustain it and the other to propel it: it was never built. But, oddly 
enough, this must rank as the first specific suggestion for horizontal 
aerial propulsion by an airscrew.

There was discovered in 1921 in the Staatsarchiv of Thuringia, 
at Greiz, a collection of remarkable diagrams, giving the detailed 
design for an aeroplane, by Melchior Bauer, and drawn in 1764: it 
was to consist of a four-wheeled car for the pilot, fixed by struts to 
a large braced and dihedrally set low-aspect-ratio wing above it, and
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Figure 4.3 Design for a fixed- 
wing aeroplane, with flap- 
valve rocker for propulsion, 
by Bauer: 1764.

manually propelled from the car by means of a rocking system of 
flappers hinged on to a single large frame extending on both sides 
of the machine; this was to be rocked, so that when the port side 
of the frame was rising (with its flaps down), the starboard side 
was descending, with its flaps up, thus producing a rearward thrust 
(Figure 4.3). It is not impossible that Bauer had read, or heard of, the 
account of Swedenborg's machine.

In 1772, a Canon Desforges, of Etampes, built and tested 
- inevitably without success - a wickerwork 'voiture volante', which

Figure 4.4 Meerwein's glider- 
cum-ornithopter: 1781.

was equipped with manually operated wings both for sustentation and 
propulsion, and topped by a huge canopy of fabric to help support 
it in the air. He had himself launched from the Tour Guinette at 
fitampes, and luckily suffered only minor injuries.

There was one outstanding pioneer of the pre-balloon era in 
the person of Karl Friedrich Meerwein, architect to the Prince of 
Baden, who in 1781 experimented with what one may call a glider- 
ornithopter (Figure 4.4), which he described in his pamphlet L'Art 
de voler a la Maniere des Oiseaux (1784). Meerwein calculated 
that 126 square feet of wing surface would support him, and he 
apparently made one or two short glides - probably combined with
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Figure 4.5 Engraving of 
Jean-Pierre Blanchard by 
J Newton, after an original 
work by R Live say of 
Blanchard: 1785. (Science 
Society Picture Library)

flapping - which, in the absence of any tail or other auxiliary surfaces, 
would have been only tentative in the extreme, but highly creditable. 
Meerwein lay prone beneath the wings of his machine, and could 
bring about some up-and-down movements of the wings by means of 
a mechanism which was only briefly specified.

Jean-Pierre Blanchard (Figure 4.5) was to become of great 
importance in aerostation, but his first appearance in 1781 was as 
builder of an amphibious 'vaisseau volant', which looked like a huge 
tented houseboat, and was equipped with large manually operated 
flappers on rods, and a huge rear rudder: needless to say, it stayed 
firmly on the ground in 1782 (and later) when it was tested. In the 
same year Blanchard made a creditable full-size manually operated 
helicopter, which although ingenious, also remained earthbound.

The works of aerial fiction and satire which appeared in the 
eighteenth century were widely read, and they too played their part 
in encouraging airmindedness. Joseph Addison wrote of flying in the 
Guardian (1713), Swift in Gulliver's Travels (1726), Samuel Brunt 
in A Voyage to Cacklogallinia (1727), R O Cambridge in Scribleriad
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(1751), Robert Paltock in The Life and Adventures of Peter Wilkins 
(1751), Ralph Morris in The Adventures of John Daniel (1751), 
Doctor Johnson in The Rambler (1752) and Rasselas (1759), La Follie 
in Le Philosophe sans Pretention (1775), Hildebrand Bowman in 
Travels (1778), and Restif de la Bretonne in La Decouverte Australe 
(1781). These and many others dealt with a variety of flying men, 
women, and machines, providing excellent reading and sometimes 
shrewd prophecy. Of particular interest was Restif's work, whose 
illustrations show winged men with what seem like parachutes above 
their heads, which are in fact auxiliary wings, which could be opened 
and closed at will; and the winged males and females (Glums and 
Gawries) whose expert flying is described by Paltock (Figure 4.6).

The invention of the practical balloon in 1783 was to have a 
profound effect on aviation, both as direct incentive and rival method 
of aerial navigation, and as a testing ground for various aeronautical 
devices such as the propeller and the parachute. Balloon flying also led 
to the consideration and application of aero engines to transform the
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Figure 4.6 Flying Gawry, 
from Paltock's Peter Wilkins: 
1751.

Figure 4.7 Jacques- 
Etienne and Joseph-Michel 
Montgolfier. Engraving by 
Robert Delaunay taken from 
a bas-relief by Jean Antoine 
Houdon in 1783. (Science & 
Society Picture Library)
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Figure 4.8 An ascent by a 
Montgolfier balloon carrying 
a sheep, a duck and a cock 
at the Palace of Versailles in 
September 1783, depicted in 
an engraved plate by John 
Lodge for the European 
Magazine: 1783. (Science dr 
Society Picture Library)

'sphericals' of different kinds into dirigibles; and to the building up of 
a wide-ranging personnel accustomed to travelling through the air. 

In 1766, Henry Cavendish isolated hydrogen for the first time; 
described it as an element; and produced it in a sizeable quantity. 
He was followed by Joseph Black and Tiberius Cavallo (in England) 
who respectively suggested and carried out experiments to show 
the lifting power of hydrogen, the latter with hydrogen-filled soap 
bubbles. Then, working along totally different lines, the brothers 
Etienne and Joseph Montgolfier (Figures 4.7 and 4.8}, paper-makers 
of Annonay, near Lyons, hit on the lifting power of hot air, without 
knowing why it lifted, and - after private experiments - made the
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A-4, A-7 (rockets) 252 
A.B.20 see Bordelaire 
Abbas b. Firnas 15 
Abbysinian War 241 
accelerated takeoff see launching 
accidents and fatalities see fatalities 
Addison, Joseph 27 
Ader, Clement 73-5, 74 
Aerial Experiment

Association, and aircraft 156-7;
June Bug 157;
Red Wing 156;
Silver Dart 157;
White Wing 157
see also Curtiss 

aerial photography, first from
aeroplanes 169

aerial reconnaissance, first 194 
aerobatics, first 199 
Aero Club of Great Britain

see Royal Aero Club 
Aero-Club de France 87, 129, 132ff,

143;
Aviation Committee formed 129;
Chanute's lecture 129, 130;
and the Wrights 129ff;
prizes offered 136;
manifesto 143;
'aerodrome' (aircraft), discussion
of word 275
see also Aerial Experiment
Association; Langley 

aerodromes (airfields):
first 122;
first in Europe 165,190;
European in 1910 190 

aerodynamics:
birth of 34-7;
influence of 136, 212, 227-9;
circulation theory 151;
growth in 1920s 227-9;
growth in 1930s 231
see also flight control; stream 
lining; whirling arms; wind
tunnels; wings; etc. 

aero engines see engines 
aerofoils see aerodynamics;

rudders; tailplanes; wings; etc. 
Aeronaute, L', founding of 50 
Aeronautical Annual see Means 
Aeronautical Societies, first 52 
Aeronautical Society of Great Britain

see Royal Aeronautical Society 
Aerophile, L':

and Esnault Pelterie 138;
and the Wrights 141;
and Lorin 163 

aeroplanes and warfare
see military aviation 

aeroplanes see also the various types,
designers, manufacturers, etc.;

also gliders, ornithopters, etc. 
aeroplanes, engines of see engines 
aeroplanes (powered) till 1906, (incl. 

designs models, full-size, etc.): 
see also gliders 
fixed-wing monoplanes:

Bauer 25, 26;
Cayley 34ff;
Henson 40,41;
Stringfellow 42;
Loup 46, 46;
Jullien 47;
Carlingford 47;
Du Temple 47, 48;
Spencer 49;
Butler and Edwards 51,51;
Telescheff 52, 52;
Harte 54;
Penaud 56, 57, 57;
Tatin 60, 85;
Kibalchitch 66;
Mozhaisky 66, 67;
Goupil 68;
Hargrave 69ff;
Ader 73-5, 74;
Tatin-Richet 85;
Parsons 86;
Ziolkowski 86, 87;
Boecklin 86;
Pilcher 104-5, 105;
Vuia 144 

tandem-wing monoplanes:
Burattini 21;
Walker 39, 39;
Cayley 45;
Danjard 60;
Prigent 60;
Moy 61,61;
Kress 62;
Langley 8Off;
Graffigny 85;
Koch 85;
Steiger 128;
Kress 128;
Vuia 144 

biplanes:
Cayley 35;
Butler and Edwards 51,51;
Stringfellow (FJ) 70;
Maxim 77;
Hargrave 97ff;
Wrights 113ff, 121-2;
Jatho 129;
Ferber 138;
Bleriot 144;
Santos-Dumont 144;
Ellehammer 146 

tandem-wing biplanes:
Langley 81;
Hargrave 97ff, 97 

triplanes and multiplanes:

Cayley 35; 
Kaufmann 49; 
Stringfellow 53, 54; 
Phillips 84, 
Hargrave 98, 98 

aeroplanes (powered - all types):
first manned takeoff (down
ramp), Du Temple 59, 59;
second manned takeoff (down
ramp), Mozhaisky 66, 67;
first manned takeoff from level
ground, Ader 73;
second manned takeoff from
level ground, Maxim 78;
first flights (piloted, sustained
and controlled), Wrights 120ff;
first practical aeroplane,
Wrights 123;
others 168ff 

aeroplanes: as symbols of
destruction 214 

Aero-Torpille see Tatin-Paulhan 
Africa, HMS 198 
ailerons (and elevens)

see flight control 
air brakes (steering)

see flight control 
Airco 222, 222
aircraft carriers 187, 198, 210-11 
aircraft construction see construction 
aircraft factories and industry

see construction 
Aircraft Transport and Travel Ltd

222
airfields see aerodromes 
airlines see transport (air) 
airmail flights, first 194 
airmen and 'chauffeurs':

their attitude to aviation 72, 73,
115,133, 152,167 

air-mindedness, creation of:
Henson 40-1;
Lilienthal 89-96;
Chanute 99-102;
Means 107;
Santos-Dumont 144-9;
Bleriot's Channel crossing
173-4,174;
in 1910 183;
Lindbergh's New York-Paris
flight 227
see also press 

Air Ministry (British):
ruling on metal construction
219;
ruling on slots 229 

airports see aerodromes 
airscrews:

first and early 16,16,18,25,30,
31;
da Vinci 18;
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helical 30;
Wrights 119, 159;
early European 150, 159, 169;
first advanced European 169;
metal 229;
early variable and constant
pitch 232-3
see also helicopters; windmills;
and the individual aircraft and
designers, etc. 

airscrew toys 16,16 
air-sea rescue, first 195 
airship-aeroplane combination

see "appareil mixte' 
airships 37, 38, 48, 70, 127, 127,

183,210,211,220,227,228;
Cayley predicts they will fly
before aeroplanes 37 

Airspeed aircraft 247;
Horsa 247

airspeed indicators, first 188, 192 
Albacore see Fairey 
Albatros 193, 207, 209, 212 
Albatros (Jules Verne) 55 
Albatross see De Havilland 
albatross (bird): copied by Le Bris 47 
Alcock, Sir John and Whitten-

Brown, Sir Arthur 216, 216-17 
Alexander the Great 13, 13 
Alexander II (Czar) 66 
Alexander, Patrick, quoted 146 
Alexandra Palace: exhibition of

models 150 
Allahabad air mail 194 
Alps, first flight over 183 
altitude records

see at ends of sections 
Amecourt, Vicomte de P d' 50 
America see United States 
America see Curtiss 
America (South), first flight in 187 
amphibians:

first designed 57, 58;
first used 193

anhedral see stability; wings 
Animal Mechanism (Marey) 62 
animals in the air 205 
ANT-6 242 
Antoinette aircraft and engines

see Levavasseur
Antoinette: origin of the name 144 
Anzani engines 150, 171, 174, 175 
'appareil mixte' 69 
Archdeacon, Ernest 75, 129ff;

creates Aviation Committee of
the Aero-Club 129;
first glider 130;
prizes given by 136, 154;
second glider 138;
float glider 139,139;
manifesto 143 

Archytas of Tarentum 15 
Argentine: first flight in 187 
Argus engines 202 
Argyll, Duke of 52

Aries 30
Armen, Firman 20
arms, whirling see whirling arms
Armstrong Siddeley engines 230
Army Aircraft Factory

see Farnborough 
Armstrong-Whitworth aircraft:

Argosy 224;
Atalanta 236;
Ensign 238;
Whitley 241, 245 

arrows 13
artillery rockets see rockets 
Artingstall, F D 40 
Asia: first flight in 187 
aspect ratio: first description 52 
assisted takeoff see launching 
Atalanta see Armstrong Whitworth 
Atlantic flights: first by aeroplane

216,217
atom bombs first dropped 246 
Atwood, HN 191 
Aubaud 46 
Aubrun, Emil 183 
Austria, first flight in 180 
Austro-Daimler engines 197 
Autogiros (Cierva) 225-6, 226 
automatic pilot, first 198 
automatic stabilisers see stability 
Automobile Club see Royal

Automobile Club 
Automobile-Club de France 88 
automobilisme 71, 87 
Auvours, Camp d', location of 159;

Wilbur Wright at 159ff 
Aviatik 210
aviation meetings see meetings 
'avion': invention of word 74 
Avion II and III see Ader, C 
Avis 183 
Avro aircraft:

biplane (1908) 156; triplanes
(1909) 179;
biplanes (1911-14) 192, 193,
195;
type 504 192,201,201,207,
210,214;
cabin aeroplanes (1912) 197, 197;
Lancaster 246
see also Roe, Sir A V

B-2 see Curtiss
B-9 see Boeing
B-17 see Boeing
B-25 see North American
B-29 see Boeing
Ba see Bachem
Baby Grand see Wright, Orville and

Wilbur 
Baby Wright see Wright, Orville and

Wilbur
Bachem Ba 349-A Natter 251 
Bacon, Roger 15 
Bacqueville, Marquis de 25 
Baden, Prince of 26

Baden-Powell, B F S, Col. 108, 110,
159, 166;
man-lifting kites 108;
on the Wrights 159 

Balbo, General Italo 242 
Baldwin, FW 157 
Balloon Factory see Farnborough 
balloon jumping 39, 39 
balloonomania 28-32 
balloons, first 29-30, 30, 32;

first parachute descents from 30;
first used for military
observation 32;
as vehicles for the launch of
aeroplanes 47, 108, 109;
first glider launch from 108, 109 

Balsan, Jacques 101 
Balzer, Stephen M 80 
Bangay, Dorrington 195 
Barcelona meeting 188 
Bariquand and Marre 166 
Barnier 200 
Bate, J 23, 23
bat-form aircraft see Ader, C 
Battut, Arthur 70 
B.E. see Farnborough 
Bauer, Melchoir 25, 26 
Beach, S Y 287 
Beacham, TE 233 
Beachey, Lincoln 191 
Beardmore-Rohrbach Inflexible 220 
Beaufighter see Bristol 
Beaufort see Bristol 
Beaumont, A (pseud.) see Conneau 
Bechereau, L 196, 196 
Bell, Dr and Mrs Alexander

Graham 156 
Bell aircraft 250, 250 
Bellamy 140
Belmont Park meeting 185, 186, 188 
Bennett, D C T 233 
Bennett, Gordon, prizes 196, 221,

230
Benning Race Track 188 
Benoist flying boat 203 
Benz, Carl 70, 71 
Berblinger, Albrecht 39 
Berg, Mrs Hart O 166 
Bergerac, Cyrano de 23 
Berlin meeting 188 
Bernouin 22 
Berry, A 198 
Besnier, P 22, 22 
between-wing ailerons

see flight control 
Beuggar, John 69 
Beverley see Blackburn 
Bfl09R see Messerschmitt 
Bible see Psalms
Bienvenu see Launoy and Bienvenu 
Biot 59
biplanes see aeroplanes 
bird flight:

da Vinci on 17;
Borelli on 23;
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wing warping in 113-14 
Bird Flight as the Basis of

Aviation (Lilienthal) 91 
Bird of Passage (Henri

Farman II) see Voisin 
Birrningham,\JSS 187 
Black, Joseph 29 
Blackburn aircraft 184,192 
Blackpool meeting 188 
Bladud, King 13 
Blanchard, Jean Pierre 27;

helicopter 27;
parachutes 30-1;
airscrews 30, 31 

Blenheim see Bristol 
Bleriot, Louis, and aircraft 139-40,

144, 147-8,155-6, 158, 162,
170-1,170,173-4, 774, 178,
180, 182, 183, 192, 194, 198,
199,200,214;
enters aviation 139;
No. II (float-glider) 139-40;
Nos. IE and IV 144;
No.V (canard) 147;
No.VI(Libellule) 147;
use of ailerons and warping
147-8, 155, 171, 177;
No. VII 148;
No. VIII 155;
ontheWrights 158;
those who helped to design his
aeroplanes 165;
No. X (biplane) 166,171;
No. IX 171;
No. XI 171, 174, 174;
No. XII 171, 176;
Channel flight 173-4;
Cobham on 174;
Dollfuson 174;
at Reims meeting 174-6;
No. XIII 176;
quote on his Channel flight 179;
notable flights 180,190,194;
school at Pau 190 

Blohm und Voss aircraft 240 
Blue Bird see Handley Page 
BOAC airline 254 
body-harness control (inch head

harness):
da Vinci 17-18;
Lilienthal 94 

Boecklin, Arnold 86-7 
Boeing aircraft:

B-9 236;
Monomail 236;
247 and type 247 D 236-7, 237,
238;
type 307 Stratoliner and 307B
239, 239;
type 314 Clipper 239^0,239;
Model 299 242, 242;
B-17 Flying Fortress 246;
B-29, B-50 Superfortress 246,
246, 253;
Stratocruiser 253, 254

Bollee, Leon 157 
Bologna meeting 188 
Bolori 20
Bolshoi see Sikorsky 
bombs and bombing:

first illustration 16,16;
first tests 187, 194;
first bombsight 194;
in First World War 207ff;
in Second World War 244ff;
first atom bombs dropped 246
see also military aviation 

Bonnier 200 
boomerangs 13 
Bordelaise A.B.20 242 
Borelli, G A 23 
Boston meeting 188 
Boston-New York service 222 
Boulton, M P W 54 
Bourcart, JJ 49,49 
Bourdon tube ornithopter see Trouve 
Bourne 40 
Bournemouth meeting 188;

death of C S Rolls at 188 
Bowman, H 27 
bow-drill engines see engines 
box-kite gliders 139, 139 
box-kite model aeroplanes 96ff 
box-kite powered aeroplanes 97ff,

149ff 
box-kites:

invented 96, 97;
wrongly used term 185
see also kites 

Brabazon of Tara, Lord (J T
C Moore-Brabazon) 163,179-80;
first flights in Britain 179;
takes up a pig 205 

bravery see heroism 
Braye, Lord 106 
Brazil, first flight in 187 
Breant 47
Brearey, F W 43, 63, 87 
Breguet aircraft 173,173,

186, 193,194,230,233;
helicopter 152 

Bremen 227 
Bretonne, Restif de la

see Restif
Brewer, Griffith 166 
Bris, Jean-Marie Le 47 
Bristol aircraft:

'box kite'(1910) 185;
term'box kite'a misnomer 185;
monoplane (1911) 192;
monoplane (1912) 197;
Scout 207,211,214;
Bristol Fighter 210;
Bulldog 219;
monoplane racer (1922) 219,
219;
142 (Britain First) 238;
Blenheim 238, 241, 245;
Beaufighter 245;
Beaufort 245

Bristol engines:
Jupiter 230;
Cherub 231;
Pegasus 232, 240, 242;
Mercury 242;
Centaurus 255, 255;
Hercules 255 

Britain (British Isles):
first and early glider flights
in 35-7;
first British powered pilot 149;
first powered takeoffs and flights
in 163, 179-80;
first powered flight in 163;
first British resident to become
pilot 163;
first pilot's certificate given 163;
first Britons to power-fly
(passengers) 166;
first circular mile flown 179-80 

British Army Aeroplane No. 1
see Cody

British Empire Michelin Cup 187 
British Interplanetary Society, letter

to 243 
Britons, the first to fly

see Britain
Brooks, Peter W 239, 243 
Brown, Sir Arthur Whitten

see Alcock, Sir J 
Brown, D S 60-1, 60 
Browning, J 53 
Bruce, J M 208 
Brunt, S 27 
Brussels meeting 188 
Bryan, GH 136 
B. S. see Farnborough 
bubble cockpit covers, first 57, 212 
Bucharest 180 
Buchet engines 150,151 
Budapest, meeting 188 
Bulldog see Bristol 
Burattini, Tito Livio 21 
Burdin, Marios 135 
Burnelli aircraft 226 
Burton meeting 188 
Busk, ET 136,200 
Butler, Frank Hedges 166 
Butler and Edwards 51,51 
butterfly-shaped models 64, 64 
buzzards: observed by Wilbur

Wright 113 
Byrd, Rear Admiral Richard E 227

C-47 see Douglas 
cabin aeroplanes, first 197, 197 
Cailletet, L P 143 
Calcutta see Short 
Calderera, Lieut. A 169, 173 
Cambridge, R O 27 
Camel see Sopwith 
Campania, HMS 211 
Campini see Caproni etc. 
Canada, first flight in 269 
canard-type aeroplanes (early):
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Santos-Dumont 145ff;
Bleriot 147, 190-2;
Fabre 184;
Valkyrie 184,184;
Voisin amphibian 193 

Cannes meeting 188 
canopies (lifting) on aircraft 25, 62 
cantilever wings see wings 
Capper, Col. J E 124-5, 165;

ontheWrights 125;
visit to the Wrights 126;
and Cody 165 

Caproni 243
Caproni-Campini jet 248-9, 249 
carbonic acid engines see engines 
Cardiff meeting 188 
Carlingford, Viscount 47 
Castel, P 64
Catalina see Consolidated 
catapult launch, first see launching 
Caters, Baron de 162, 180 
cats in the air 205 
Cattaneo 180 
Caudron aircraft 195, 215 
Cavallo, Tiberius 29 
Cavendish, Henry 28 
Cayley, Sir George 34-8, 45;

list of his 'firsts' 35-7;
Henson on 37

Cecil, Lord David: quoted 255 
Centaurus (engine) seeBristol 
Centocelle, (Rome) 169 
Central Flying School 197 
Chambers, Capt. W I 197 
champagne industry,

influence on aviation 146, 175 
Channel flights by aeroplane

(and attempts):
first by aeroplane 173-4, 174;
second 183;
Latham's attempts 173,173;
first double 186;
first by a woman 198 

Chanute, Octave 99-102;
on Stringfellow 43;
did not meet Wenham 100;
publishes Progress in
Flying Machines 100;
did not use movable control
surfaces 100;
his 1896 glider 100-1, 101;
and the Wrights 101-2, 129ff;
sparks European aviation
102, 106, 129-133;
corresponds with Ferber 128;
gives vital lecture in Paris
(1903) 129-30 

Charles, J A C 30 
'char-volant' (Pocock) 40 
chauffeur attitude see airmen and

'chauffeurs', etc. 
Chauviere propellers 150 
Chavez, Georges 183 
Cherub (engine) see Bristol 
Chester, Bishop of see Wilkins

Chicago conference 98 
Childs, John 25 
China, first flight in 188 
Chkalov, V 242 
Churchill, Sir Winston:

on the aviation proposals 178-9;
as First Lord of the Admiralty
206

cinema films: first taken in air 182 
Cierva, Juan de la, andaircraft

(Autogiros) 225-6, 226 
circles flown (first) 123, 154, 155 
Cirrus (engine) see De Havilland 
city, first flight over a 180 
Clement-Bayard airship 127 
Clerget engines 186,209 
Clipper see Boeing 
clockwork engines see engines 
Clydesdale, Marquess of 242 
coachman, Cayley's 35 
Coanda, H 186, 197 
Cobham, Sir Alan J 227;

on Bleriot 174 
Cocking, R 43, 43 
cockpits (enclosed):

first designed 57, 85, 86;
first used 197 

Cody, Buffalo Bill 140 
Cody, Samuel Franklin 129,

140-1, 141, 163ff, 179,
187, 197,202,205;
man-lifting kites 129;
aileroned kite glider 140-1;
powered kite 150;
British Army Aeroplane
No. 1 156, 163;
first powered flight in Britain
163;
death of 202;
Farnborough on 202 

Colliex 193 
collision, first mid-air 188

see also accidents, etc. 
Colonial Air Transport Co. 223 
Comet (1934) see De Havilland 
Comet (Komet)

see Messerschmitt 
Committee of Imperial

Defence see governments 
Commonwealth, British, first

flight in (excl. Britain) 270 
comparison of early flights

(table of) 256ff 
competitions see meetings 
compressed-air engines see engines 
compression-ignition engines

see engines
Concours de la Securite (Buc) 203 
Concours Militaire (Reims) 192 
Condor see Focke-Wulf 
Congreve, Sir William 33 
Conneau, Lieut. Andre

(pseud. Beaumont) 190-1 
Consolidated PBY Catalina 247 
Constantinople, Saracen of 15

Constellation see Lockheed 
construction (aircraft):

metal 191-2;
monocoque 194, 196, 204, 218;
stressed skin 204,218
see also wings 

construction (industry): first
factories in Europe 139 

control (flight) see flight control 
convertiplane, first design 35 
Copenhagen meeting 188 
Cordner, E J 48 
Cornelius, William 70 
Cornu, Paul 152 
Cossus 40 
Cox, Sir H Roxbee Cox

see King's Norton (Lord) 
Crocco, G A 225 
cross-Channel flights

see Channel flights 
cross-Atlantic flights

see Atlantic flights 
cross-country flights, first 162 
Crowell, L C 65 
Crystal Palace air exhibition

(1868) 53-4 
Curtiss, Glenn Hammond, and

aircraft, etc.:
and the Aerial Experiment
Association 156;
June Bug 157;
question of ailerons 157;
Golden Flier 172;
Reims machine 172,176;
standard Curtiss biplane of
1910 186-7,187;
takeoffs and landings on
ships 187;
makes bombing tests 187;
in 1911, 1912 193, 196-7;
first seaplane 193, 193;
second and third seaplanes
(flying boats) 196-7;
in 1914 203;
America flying boat 203 

Curtiss aircraft (modern):
NC-4 216,216;
B-2 220;
R3C-2 221,221;
Hewitt-Sperry biplane guided
bomb 212

cycle (tension) wheel, invention of 37 
Cyrano de Bergerac see Bergerac

D.I (etc.)s^Dunne,J W
D-27L see Dewoitine
Daedalus 12-13, 13
Daily Mail 173
Daimler, Gottlieb 49, 71, 128
Dakota see Douglas
Damian, J 17
Dandrieux 64, 64
Danjard 60
Danti, GB 17
dart-shaped aeroplanes 51, 51
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Da Vinci see Vinci 
Davy, MJB 78 
Day, Flt-LtMJ 211 
Dayton-Wright R. B.

monoplane 220-1, 220, 230 
DC-1 (etc.) see Douglas 
deaths (aviation) see accidents, etc. 
De Bacqueville see Bacqueville 
De Bernoin see Bernoin 
De Craters see Caters 
Degen, Jacob 39,39 
De Groof see Groof 
De Havilland, Sir Geoffrey:

first aeroplanes 187;
joins Farnborough 187;
work on B.E. types 193;
work on B.S.I 196 

De Havilland aircraft:
D.H.I and 2 208;
D.H.4 210,222,243;
D.H.9 and 9A 210, 222;
D.H.4A 222, 222;
D.H.34 222;
Hercules 223, 224;
D.H.71 225;
Moth 225, 240, 242, 242;
D.H.50 227;
Comet (1934) 235;
Mosquito 235, 244, 245;
D.H.84 236,237;
Dragon-Rapide 236;
Albatross 239;
Puss Moth 240;
D.H.100 250;
Vampire 250 

De Havilland engines 250;
Gipsy III 230 

Delagrange, Leon 149, 154-5, 158,
161-2, 163;
takes first woman passenger 155;
ontheWrights 158;
death of 188 

Del Prete see Prete 
delta-wing aircraft, designs, the first:

Butler and Edwards 51-2, 51;
Telescheff 52, 52 

Demoiselle see Santos-Dumont 
Denhaut 196-7 
Denmark: first flights in 146

see also Ellehammer, J C H 
Deperdussin aircraft 183, 192, 196,

199,202,203;
monocoque 194, 196, 196, 201,
204

De Pischof see Pischof 
Desforges, Canon 26 
De Telescheff see Telescheff 
Deutsch-Archdeacon prize 136-7,

154
Deutsch de la Meurthe, H 154 
Deutsche Luftreederei 222 
Dewoitine D-27 220 
D.H. see De Havilland 
Dickson, B 205 
diesel engines see engines

Dieuaide, E 64, 66 
dihedral angle see wings 
'dipping edge' see Phillips, H F 
dirigibles see airships 
Do. see Dornier 
Doblhoff 248 
Dollfus, Charles:

on Garnerin 31;
on Cayley 34;
on Penaud 56, 57;
on Ader 75;
ontheWrights 124, 161;
on Bleriot 174;
on ailerons in Europe 182 

Doncaster meeting 188 
Donnet-Leveque 196 
Doolittle, James H 221, 229 
Dornier, Claude, and aircraft:

Do X 225;
flying boats 240 

Douglas aircraft 227, 253;
DC-1, DC-2 236-7;
DC-3 (C-47, Dakota, etc.) 238,
238, 252;
DC-4E 239;
DC-4 Skymaster 252, 253;
DC-6 253

dragon-kites see kites 
Dragon-Rapide

see De Havilland 
Drieberg, von 44 
Driver, EF 194 
Dublin meeting 188 
Duchesnay 44 
Dufaux 187 
Dunne, John William, and

aircraft 150-1, 163, 179, 187,
201-2, 227 

Du Temple see Temple 
Dutheil-Chalmers engines 148

E.28/39 see Gloster
Eagle (engine) see Rolls-Royce
engine-airscrew combination

(for fixed-wing aeroplanes, inch
designs, models, etc.) until 1907:
Cayley 36;
Henson 41;
Stringfellow 42;
Loup 46;
Carlingford 47;
Du Temple 47-8;
Harte 54-5;
Penaud 56-7;
Tatin 60;
Moy 61;
Kress 62, 128;
Mozhaiski 66-7;
Ader 73ff;
Maxim 77, 77;
Langley 78ff;
Tatin-Richet 85;
Parsons 86;
Ziolkowski 86;
Steiger 86;

Hargrave 98;
Pilcher 104-5;
Wrights 113ff;
Jatho 129;
Levavasseur 135-6;
Ferber 138;
Vuia 144;
Santos-Dumont 145ff;
Ellehammer 146, 152, 163 

Edwards, E 51 
Eilmer of Malmesbury 15 
elastic (twisted) see engines (aero) 
Electra see Lockheed 
electric engines see engines 
elevators see flight control 
elevons see flight control 
Ellehammer, J C H 146, 152, 163,

225;
first flight (tethered) 146 

Ellyson, Lieut. T 197 
Ely, Eugene 187, 194 
Empire class see Short 
Empire de I'Air (L') 66 
Empire flights, pioneering 227 
enclosed cockpits 57, #5, 86, 86 
enclosed cabins 197, 197, 202 
Engelhardt, Capt. 205 
engines and propulsion (incl.

suggestions, designs, etc.)
early (excl. jet propulsion):
first design 18;
airscrew, first (on balloon) 30
(see also airscrew); bow-drill 30;
carbonic acid 92, 95, 144;
clockwork 21, 25, 39, 47, 50;
compressed air 57, 284;
flappers 26, 34, 39, 46, 47, 49,
54, 60, 62, 69, 97ff;
gas turbine 64 (see also jet
propulsion);
gunpowder 64;
hot air 37, 59;
jet propulsion see jet propulsion;
petrol 80-3, 119ff, 120,128,
138, 144, 145,175,232,242,
255;
radial 80;
rocket 66;
rotary 69, 80;
rubber (stretched and twisted)
56,60,61,62,63,69,70;
steam 40, 42, 49, 50, 53, 54, 59,
61, 64, 67, 70, 73-9, 85, 86, 97;
twin airscrew, first 35, 41, 46,
57, 74, 78ff, 119ff;
twin engine, first 74, 77, 77, 193 

engines (non-aero):
gas, first 49;
hot air, first 37;
petrol, first four stroke 65, 71;
turbines (steam), first 70 

England see Britain 
England, Gordon 180 
English Channel see Channel 
Englishmen see Britain
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Ensign see Armstrong-
Whitworth 

Eole see Ader, C 
Esnault-Pelterie, Robert, and

aircraft 130, 131, 132, 138, 148,
156, 163, 172;
gliders 130;
wing warping and ailerons 130;
early powered flights 148;
REP No. 1 148;
REP No. 2 156, 163;
later machines 172 

Esterno, d' 50-1,50 
Eteve, A 188
Etrich, Igo 152,180, 184,206 
Etrich-Wels glider 152,184 
Euler biplane 185 
Europe, aviation in:

Wrights cause revival of (1902,
etc.), 127ff;
Ferber first to start (1902) 128;
Wright-type gliders built
(1902-05) 128-38;
Aviation Committee formed
(1903) 129;
Chanute reinforces Wright
influence by Paris lecture (1903)
129-32;
La Vaulx on Wrights' gliding
129-30;
neglect of flight control in 132ff;
Archdeacon and Tatin warn
about Wrights'progress 133-4;
attitude to aviation in 133-4;
'tricks of the trade' needed 134;
Ferber adds tail to Wright-type
(1904) 135;
prizes offered to stimulate efforts
(1904) 136-7;
exhibition of models (1905) 138;
Hargrave box-kite enters aviation
in (1905) 139;
news of Wrights' 1905 successes
reaches 141;
Aerophile admits Wrights'
priority 141-2;
Tatin's admission and dirge 142 

European circuit race 191 
Evans, W H B 202 
Everest (Mount): flight over 242 
exhibition (aeronautical), first 53

first Paris 'salon' 162 
F.XVIII see Fokker 
F.I3 see Junkers 
F-51 see North American 
Fa. see Focke-Achgelis 
Fabre, Henri 184, 193 
factories see construction 
FAI see Federation

Aeronautique
Internationale 

Fairey aircraft 211;
Albacore 248;
Firefly 219;

Flycatcher 219;
Fox 220;
monoplane 220;
Swordfish 242, 248 

Falcon engine see Rolls-Royce 
falling leaf: gliders and (da Vinci) 18 
Pansier, P E 203 
Farman, Henri(y), and aircraft

149ff, 149, 185;
in 1907 149ff;
Henri Farman I 149;
in 1908 154ff, 162, 162;
flies first circle in Europe 154,
155;
takes first passenger in Europe
155;
Flying Fish 156;
Henri Farman II 156;
first cross-country flight 162;
use of ailerons 162;
in 1909 168ff, 182;
Henri Farman III 172, 172;
fitting of Gnome 172;
at Reims meeting 176-7;
his nationality 182;
1910 machine 185;
night flying at Hendon 202 

Farman, Maurice, and aircraft 185,
156,197, 199,200;
1909-10 biplane 185;
1911 biplane 193;
1912 biplane (Longhorn) 193,
197,197 

Farman Co. 207, 243;
air service 222;
Goliath 222, 222 

Farnborough (Balloon Factory, RAF,
RAE, etc.) and aircraft 187, 195,
207, 212, 229;
Cody at 129, 163ff, 179, 187,
197,202,205;
work on aeroplanes ordered to
cease 178;
de Havilland at 187, 192ff;
unofficial renewal of research
187;
B.E.I 193, 195;
B.E.2 195,197,200,207,214
(see also Fig. 15.1);
B.S.I 195-6,201,208;
S.E.I 195;
S.E.5and5A 196,209,209;
success in military competition
197-8;
B.E.2A, B, and C 200, 207, 207;
F.E.2A 200;
F.E.2B 200, 208;
S.E.2 201;
F.E.6 208;
F.E.8 208;
S.E.4 209, 212;
R.E.8 210;
Aerial Target 212;
wartime developments (WWI)
212

see also Capper, J E 
fatalities (1800-95):

first death on parachute
(Cocking) 43;
total of parachute deaths 181;
Cayley on 115;
deaths on other heavier-than-air
craft:

Letur 47, 181; 
deGroof63, 63, 181 

fatalities (1895-1909):
Pilcher 90;
Lilienthal 95-6;
Maloney 108;
first death of passenger on
powered aeroplane (Selfridge)
161;
first deaths of powered-
aeroplane pilots: 

Lefebvre 176; 
Ferber 176-7

first deaths on gliders 181-2;
total of deaths to 1909 181-2 

fatalities and accidents (1910) 88 
'Father of Aerial Navigation',

Henson calls Cayley 41 
F.B.5. see Vickers 
F.E. see Farnborough 
Federation Aeronautique

Internationale, founding of 142 
Felixstowe F.2 210 
Ferber, Capt. Ferdinand, and

aircraft 128ff, 135,176-7;
influenced by the Wrights 128 

Fernandez 182 
Ferrarin, Capt. Arturo 227 
fighters, first see military aviation 
films see cinema films 
finned projectiles 18, 37 
Firefly see Fairey 
Firman, Armen 20 
First World War see military aviation 
Fischer 197 
Fitzgerald, Prof. 106 
Flanders monoplane 195 
flappers see flapper propulsion 
flapper propulsion:

Burattini 21;
Bauer 25-6;
Cayley 34, 46;
Walker 39,39;
Smythies 49;
Kaufmann 49;
Spencer 49, 54;
Danjard 60, 61;
Hargrave 69, 96ff 

flap-valve principle 18,26,26,39 
flight control, early (including

suggestions, designs, etc.):
elevator and rudder: Cayley 35-7
steering air brakes: 

(definition 54-5); 
Harte 54; 
Penaud 57; 
Renard 59;
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Lilienthal 94
roll control by ailerons or elevons: 

Boulton 54; 
Harte 54, 54; 
Goupil 68; 
Esnault-Pelterie 130; 
Cody 140-1; 
Bleriot 144

roll control by wing warping: 
Lilienthal 94; 
Wrights 113ff 

coordinated three-axis control:
Wrights 118ff 

body-shifting: 
Smythies 49; 
d'Esterno 50; 
Lilienthal 89ff; 
Hargrave 96; 
Chanute 99ff; 
Pilcher 102ff; 
Montgomery 108-9; 
Ferber 128 

flights, first see aeroplanes;
also the types of aircraft, etc. 

float gliders 139 
float planes see seaplanes 
Florence meeting 188 
Flycatcher see Fairey 
Flyer see Wright, Orville and Wilbur 
flying boat, first 196;

growth of in 1920s 224-5 
see also seaplanes 

'flying bombs': 
Lorin 164;
in First World War 212; 
in Second World War 251 
see also missiles 
(aerodynamic) 

flying control systems
see flight control 

flying exhibition see
exhibitions; meetings 

Flying Fish see Farman, II 
Flying Fortress see Boeing 
flying meetings see meetings 
flying records see records 
flying school, first (powered) 169 
Focke-Achgelis helicopters 233, 247 
Focke-Wulf aircraft: 

FW 61 233; 
FW 190 245; 
FW 200 Condor 235 

Fokker, Anthony, H G, and 
aircraft 195,208,216-7, 
223-4, 235;
E.I Eindecker 208,205; 
claim over interrupter gear 208; 
D.VII 209; 
triplane 209;
postwar monoplanes 223-4, 224; 
Southern Cross 227 

'Fokker Scourge' 208 
Folland, H P 212 
Fontana, Giovanni da 16, 17 
Ford Stout 224

Forlanini, Enrico 64 
Fortress, Flying see Boeing 
Fortress, Super see Boeing 
Fourny, A 199 
four-stroke petrol engine,

introduced 49, 65 
Fowler flaps 237 
Fox see Fairey 
France:

first aero-society in 55;
revival in 127ff;
rivalry with USA
see Europe; slow development
in see Europe
see also Aero Club de France 

Franklin, Benjamin 25 
French Aero Club see Aero Club de

France
Friedrichshafen: raid on 210 
Frost, EP 87 
Furious, HMS 211 
Furnas, CW 155 
Fury see Hawker 
fuselages (enclosed):

first designed 60, 86, 86;
first used 145-7;
Monobloc Antoinette 192,192;
first cabin aeroplanes 197,197 

fuselages (metal) first 213 
fuselages (monocoque) first 196, 196 
FW see Focke-Wolf 
FZG-76 (V-l flying bomb) 251, 251

G-31, G-38 see Junkers 
Gamecock see Gloster 
Garnerin, Andre Jacques and

family 30-1,31,43,43 
Garros, Roland 195, 199, 200, 208 
gas engines see engines 
Gasnier, Rene, on the Wrights 158 
Gastambide, Mile Antoinette 144 
Gastambide, R 144 
Gastambide-Mengin aircraft

see Levavasseur
gas turbines (jet) see jet propulsion 
Gatty, Harold 242 
Gauchot, Paul 57, 58 
Gawries see Glums and Gawries 
Gee-Bee monoplane 235, 235 
Geneva meeting 188 
Gerard 30 
Germany:

first flight in 129, 163; first
German to fly in 180;
leads rebirth of gliding 225 

Giffard, Henri 48 
Gigant see Messerschmitt 
Gilmore, L 87, 284 
Gipsy see De Havilland: engines 
Gladiator see Gloster 
glider flights:

first models 34ff;
first man-carrying 34ff;
first piloted 90ff;
first piloted in Britain 103ff;

first with wing warping 113ff; 
first properly controllable 117 

gliders (incl. designs, 
models, full-size, etc.): 
see also flight control 
monoplanes:

Gusmao 24;
Meerwein 26, 26;
Cayley 35,36,46;
Letur 47;
Le Bris 47;
Mouillard 48;
d'Esterno 50, 50, 51;
Pline 51;
Spencer 54;
Lilienthal 59;
Biot 59;
Montgomery 68, 108-9;
Hargrave 69;
Sanderval 69;
Boecklin 86-7;
Lilienthal 91ff;
Hargrave 96ff;
Pilcher 103ff;
Means 107,109 

biplanes:
Lilienthal 94ff;
Hargrave 97ff;
Chanute 101, 101;
Wrights 114ff;
Ferber 128ff;
Archdeacon 129ff;
Esnault-Pelterie 130ff;
Voisin-Archdeacon 139, 139;
Voisin-Bleriot 139;
Cody 140 

triplanes and multiplanes:
Cayley 35;
Renard 59;
Wenham 52-3, 53;
Linfield 64;
Chanute 101, 101 

tandem-wing:
Brown 60-1, 60;
Hargrave 96-7, 97 

gliders (hang-): 
Lilienthal 9Iff; 
Hargrave 96ff; 
Chanute 99ff; 
Pilcher 102ff

gliders, launching of (incl. designs): 
from a balloon:

Cayley 36;
Montgomery 108-9 

from an artificial hill:
Lilienthal 91 

towed by an electrically 
operated winch:

Chanute 101 
towed by men:

Pilcher 104 
towed by horses:

Pilcher 106
gliders (modern) 225, 247; 

Wright 194
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Gloster aircraft:
E.28/39 249, 249;
Gamecock 219;
Gladiator 242, 248;
Grebe 219;
Meteor 249

Glums and Gawries 28, 28 
Gnome engines 172, 192, 196, 201,

205-6,207,213 
Gobe,A 195
Goddard, R H 55, 216, 252 
Godwin, F, Bishop of Hereford 21 
Gold Bug see Curtiss, G 
Golden Flier see Curtiss, G 
Goliath see Farman Co. 
Gonsales 21
Gordon Bennett contests 196, 230 
Gotha 210 
Gottingen: aeronautical laboratory

212
Goue, R de 39 
Goupil, A 68 
Goupy, Ambroise:

triplane 162;
biplanes 173;
influence on Roe 179,201 

governments and flying 74, 80, 175,
178-9, 243;
early concern of Committee of
Imperial Defence 178
see also military aviation; Wrights 

Grace, W G 40 
Grade, Hans 180 
Graffigny 85
Graf Zeppelin see Zeppelins 
Grahame-White, Claude 185, 185,

188,205;
his first night flight 185 

Grandseigne, R 195 
Great Britain see Britain 
Grebe see Gloster 
Green, Charles 43 
Green, FM 193
Grieve, Commd K MacKenzie- 216 
Griffith, Dr A A 229 
Griffon see Rolls-Royce 
Groof, Vincent de 63, 63 
Guidotti 22 
Gunbus see Vickers 
gunpowder engines see engines;

rockets 
guns in aeroplanes see military

aviation
Gusmao, Laurence de 24-5 
gyroplanes see helicopters

Halberstadt 210 
Halford, F B 250 
Halifax see Handley Page 
Halle, Gerhard 111 
Hamilton, Charles K 187 
Hamel, Gustav 194 
Hampden see Handley Page 
Handley Page, Sir Frederick,

and aircraft 180, 184, 222, 229;

Blue Bird 180; 
Yellow Peril 192; 
O/400 210, 222; 
V/1500 210, 222; 
claim for the O/400 215; 
W.8 224,224; 
slotted wings 229, 229; 
H.P. 42/5 235-6; 
Hannibal 236; 
Heracles 236; 
Hampden 241; 
Halifax 246 

hang-gliders see gliders 
Hannibal see Handley Page 
Hanoveraner 210 
Hanriot, M 184, 192 
Hargrave, Lawrence 69, 96-9,

96-8,106, 110 
Harte, Richard 54, 54 
Harvard meeting see Boston meeting 
Hautsch 21
Havilland see De Havilland 
Hawk see Pilcher
Hawker, Harry G 200-1, 200, 216 
Hawker aircraft: 

Fury 219,219; 
Hurricane 241, 245, 245; 
Tempest 245 

head harness control see body
harness 

height see altitude; pressurisation;
records

Heinkel aircraft: 
He 111 238,246; 
He 162 Salamander 'Volksjager' 
250;
He 177 246; 
He 178 233-4, 234, 248 

Heinkel engines 233-4 
Hele-Shaw, H S 233 
helical airscrews see airscrews 
helical twist see wing warping 
helicopters (incl. designs, models, 

full-size, etc.) until 1906: 
medieval 7, 16; 
string-pull 16 
bow-drill:

Launoy and Bienvenu 30,31; 
Cayley 34,34 

clockwork:
Lomonosov 25; 
Degen 39; 
Bourne 40; 
d'Amecourt 50 

steam-engine: 
d'Amecourt 50; 
Achenbach 64; 
Dieuaide 64; 
Forlanini 64; 
Parsons 86 

man-powered: 
Paucton 25; 
Blanchard 27; 
Mayer 40; 
Renoir 64

rubber:
Penaud 56; 
Dandrieux 64, 64

gunpowder:
Pomes and de Pauze 64

jets from rotor tips: 
Phillips 40, 54

internal combustion: Melikoff 64
gas turbine: Melikoff 64
compressed air: Castel 64
uncertain: 

Sarti 40; 
Aubaud 46; 
Crowell 65; 
Wootton 65; 
Ward 65 

helicopters:
first models 7, 16, 16;
first (full-size) to rise vertically
with a man 152;
first practical 233, 247-8 

Heliopolis meeting 188 
Hendon meetings 198,202 
Henke, Captain 242 
Henri Farman I and II see Voisin 
Henri Farman III see Farman, H 
Henschel Hs 252 
Henson, William Samuel 37, 40-2,

41
see also Stringfellow, J 

Heracles see Handley Page 
Herard 70 
Hercules see De Havilland; Bristol

engines
Hereford, Bishop of see Godwin 
Hermes see Handley Page 
heroism 255 
Herring, Augustus Moore 87,

100-2, 284-5 
Hewitt-Sperry biplane 212 
Hezarfen, Ahmed 22 
Hibernia,HMS> 198 
Hill, G T R and Pterodactyls

202,227,227,231 
hill-launching see launching 
Hiroshima 255 
Hispano-Suiza engines 209 
Hitler, Adolf 240 
Hodgson, J E 34 
Hoff, Prof. Nicholas J 219 
Hooke, R 21 
Horsa see Airspeed 
Horton, HM 188 
hot-air balloons see balloons 
hot-air engines see engines 
Howard Wright biplane 185 
H.P. see Handley Page 
Hs. see Henschel
Huffman Pasture (or Prairie) 122ff 
hulls (flying boat), first

stepped 196-7 
Humber monoplane 183 
Hurricane see Hawker

Icarus 12, 13
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Ilia Mouriametz see Sikorsky, I 
Imperial Airways 222, 223, 235 
Imperial Defence Committee 178 
India, war rockets in 33 
Indo-China, first flight in 188 
industry, aircraft see construction 
Inflexible see Beardmore 
instability see stability 
instruments (aircraft) 200, 203, 213,

229, 231, 239, 254 
interrupter gear for guns 208 
Issy-les-Moulineaux 138, 190

J.I (etc.) see Junkers 
Jaguar engine see Armstrong

Siddeley 
Janinet 32, 32 
Jannus, A 203 
Jatho, Karl 128-9 
jet engines see jet propulsion 
jet propulsion:

first rocket propulsion (of model)
16-17;
first proposal 31;
applied to helicopters 40, 54;
first designs for jet aeroplanes
51, 163, 186;
first rocket propulsion 226;
work at Farnborough 229;
early work in turboprops 229;
Whittle's work 229, 233;
first turbojet flights 233-4;
false prophecy about 233;
progress in Second World
War 249;
first operational
warplanes 249ff
see also rockets 

Jobert 62
Johnson, Amy see Mollison 
Johnson, Samuel 27 
Jones, B Melvill 228 
Joukowski, NE 228 
Ju. see Junkers 
Jullien, Pierre 47 
Jumo engine see Junkers 
June Bug see Aerial

Experimental Association 
Junkers, Hugo and Junkers

aircraft 188,204,213,235;
J.I 213;
J.2 213;
J.4 213;
J.7/9 213;
J.10 213,213;
F.13Q.13) 213,224;
wing system 216;
K-47 220;
G-31 224,235;
Bremen monoplane 227;
W-34 230;
Ju 90 235;
G-38 235,236;
Ju 52 235, 236, 252;
Ju 86 238, 241;

Ju87 241,241;
Ju 88 245, 245;
Ju 287 250

Junkers engines 230, 249 
Jupiter engine see Bristol

K, model (Wrights) see Wright,
Orville and Wilbur 

K-47 see Junkers 
Kamikaze suicide aircraft 251 
Kapferer, Henry 149 
Karman, Tvon 228,228 
Kaufmann, Joseph Meyes 49 
Keith, A P 64 
Kelly, Lieut. 227 
Kelvin, Lord, on aviation 110 
Kent, Duchess of 38 
Kestrel engine see Rolls-Royce 
Kibaltchitch, N I 66 
Kill Devil Hills see KittyHawk 
Kingsford-Smith, Sir Charles 227 
Kirchofer see Steiger 
kite-drawn carriage 40 
kites:

early 13, 16,16,21,25;
dragon-form 21;
first use for aeroplane wing 35;
Cay ley and 35;
carriage drawn by 40;
man-lifting 40, 48, 108, 129;
box-kites, invention of 96;
Wrights and 114;
box-kites used for aeroplane
structures 139;
as term for aeroplanes 185 

Kitty Hawk and Kill Devil
Hills, the Wrights at 117-18 

Kitty Hawk as name of
aircraft 126 

KLM airline 222, 254 
Koehl, Hermann 227 
Koenig 191
Komet see Messerschmitt 
Krebs, Arthur 70 
Kress, Wilhelm 62, 128 
Kutta, M W 228

'lady airmen' see women and flying
La France (dirigible) 70
La Landelle, G de see Landelle
Lambert, Comte Charles de 173, 180
Lambertye, Comte A de 39
Lamboley, F X 64
Lana de Terzi, Francesco de

11,23,23 
Lancaster see Avro 
Lanchester, F W 85,151,151 
Lanchester-Prandtl theory 151 
Landelle, G de la 50 
Lane monoplane 183 
Langley, Samuel Pierpont:

general description 61, 70,
78-84, 79;
tandem-wing origin 62;
Aerodrome (models) 80, 80;

Aerodrome (full-size) 80-3, 82; 
USWarDepton 83; 
Wilbur Wright on 84; 
Aerodrome (etymology) 275 

Lanark meeting 188 
Lanchester 151, 151 
Langley-type monoplanes 

see aeroplanes (tandem); 
gliders (tandem) 

Laroche, Baroness
Raymonde de 190 

Lascelles Ornis 183 
lateral control see flight

control
Latham, Hubert 171, 171, 173, 

173,182;
attempts to fly the Channel 173, 
173;
for his Antoinettes see 
Levavasseur

Latham monoplane 192 
launching of aircraft (incl. 

suggestions, etc.): 
aeroplane, from an 211, 233 
airship, from an: R.23 220 
balloon, from a:

Cayley 46;
Montgomery 109 

cart, from a: Le Bris 47 
catapult (various power sources):

Langley 78ff;
Wrights 122-3;
Lorin 164;
Ellyson 197;
HMSSlinger 211 

rail (single), from a:
Wrights 119-20 

rail (single) with weight and 
derrick: Wrights 122-3 
rails (twin): Maxim 77 
ramp, down a:

Henson 41, 42;
Du Temple 59;
Mozhaiski 66;
Tatin-Richet 85;
Roe 156

running downhill (with or 
without assistants):

Lilienthal 89ff;
Chanute 99ff;
Pilcher 102ff;
Wrights 113ff;
Ferber 128ff;
Archdeacon 129ff;
Esnault-Pelterie 130ff 

springboard, from a:
Lilienthal 91 

towed (cable) by men or 
horses: Pilcher 104, 106 
towed (cable) by electrically

operated drum: Chanute 101 
towed (cable) off water:

Voisin 140 
towed (cable) by automobile:

Archdeacon 138;
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Roe 156; 
Whitehead 286-7

wire, down a: 
Stringfellow 42; 
Trouve 62; 
Ellyson 197

Launoy and Bienvenu 30, 31 
La Vaulx, Count Henri de 129-30,

141, 142, 159;
on Chanute's 1903 lecture
129-30;
founds FAI 142;
ontheWrights 160
see also Tatin-de La
Vaulx monoplane 

Law, F R 215 
leaf, falling: gliders and 18 
Lear, King 13 
Lebaudy dirigible 127 
Leblanc, A 190 
Le Bris see Bris, Le 
Lefebvre, Eugene 176, 182 
Legagneux, Georges 180, 190, 203 
Lenoir gas engine 49 
Leonardo da Vinci see Vinci 
Le Prieur rockets 212 
Lesh, LJ 166 
Lesseps, de 205 
Letur, Louis Charles 47 
Levavasseur, Leon, Antoinette

aircraft and engines 135-6, 136,
144,171,171,184-5;
Antoinette engines 144, 147ff,
152;
Gastambide-Mengin I 155;
Antoinette III 155;
Antoinette I 156;
Antoinette IV 162, 168, 173,
173;
Antoinette V 162, 168, 171;
Antoinette VI 171;
Antoinette VII 171, 174;
Monobloc Antoinette (Latham)
192,192

Libellule See Bleriot, L 
Liberty engines 213 
'Life-Pack' parachute 215 
lifting canopies see canopies 
light aeroplanes:

first 149ff;
start of the movement in 1920s
225;
the D.H. Moth 225;
progress in the 1930s 240 

Lilienthal, Gustav 89 
Lilienthal, Otto 49, 59, 59, 70, 89ff,

102-5;
Dollfuson 90;
copies of is gliders 100, 102ff,
128 

Lindbergh, Col. Charles Augustus
227, 227 

Linfield 64
Lion engine see Napier 
Lippisch, A 226,231,231

Liz-2 247
Lloyd-George, David: quoted 175
Lockheed aircraft:

XC35 233;
XP-80 250;
Constellation 253, 254;
Electra 237, 238;
Model 14 237;
Vega 219,219,224,242 

Lome see Dupuy de Lome 
Lomonosov, M V 25 
London, HMS 198 
Longhorn see Farman, M 
looping the loop, first 199 
Lorin, Rene 163 
Los Angeles meeting 188 
Loup, M 46, 46 
Louvrie, Charles de 51 
LVG 210 
Lynx see Armstrong Siddeley

McClean, Frank 179, 198 
McCurdy, James A O 188;

Silver Dart 157,270;
first flight in Canada 270 

McKinley, President 80 
MacKenzie-Grieve, K 216 
Macchi aircraft 221 
machine guns see military aviation 
Macready, J A 227 
MacRobertson air race 235, 242 
mail see airmail flights 
Mallet 152
Malmesbury, Eilmer of 15 
Maloney, D 108,140, 182;

see also Montgomery, J J 
Mamet 180
Manchester (London to) race 185 
man-lifting kites see kites 
Manly, Charles M 79, 80ff;

see also Langley, S P 
manual assisters see engines

and propulsion (flappers) 
Marey, Etienne Jules 57, 62-3 
Marriott, F 40, 51 
Martin, Glenn, and aircraft:

Model 130 239;
NBS-1 220

mascots, flying 205, 206 
Masefield, Peter G 230 
Maurice Farman biplanes

see Farman, Maurice 
Maxim, Sir Hiram Stevens

70,76-8,76, 186,205;
1894'test rig' 77-8,77;
on the aircraft of 1907-08 78;
his 1910 machine 186 

Mayer, David 40 
Mayo, R H 233 
Me. see Messerschmitt 
Means, James 98, 107-8, 109 
Means, Dr James Howard 112 
Meerwein, K F 26, 26 
meetings (aviation), etc.:

first (Reims 1900) 174-5, 176;

in 1910 188, 189;
in 1911 194
see also exhibitions; races
(cross-country); and the
individual names and locations 

Melbourne race 235 
Melikoff 64 
Melzi, F 18 
Mensier, General 75 
Mercedes engines 203, 209, 213 
Mercury engines see Bristol 
Merlin engines see Rolls-Royce 
Messerschmitt aircraft:

Bf 109 (Me 109) 241, 243, 245,
245;
Me 110 245;
Me 163 Komet 250, 250, 255;
Me 262 249, 250;
Me 264 246;
Me 321 Gigant 247;
Me 410 245

metal construction 191-2,218-19 
Meteor see Gloster 
Meurisse, M 182
Meurthe see Deutsch de la Meurthe 
Meusnier, General Jean Baptiste

Marie 30
Meyer, Robert B 81 
Milan meeting 188, 189 
Milemete, Walter de 15-16 
military aviation (incl. naval):

Napoleonic fantasy 33;
the Bleriot'scare' 173-4;
opposition to 178-9;
British production stopped
(1909) 178-9;
first bombing tests 187,194;
first ship landings and takeoffs
187;
intransigence of the military
authorities 190;
'Concours Militaire' (1911) 192,
194;
Britain revives (1911) 193;
Zeppelins and aeroplanes in
1911 193;
first meetings 193-4;
first aerial observation 193, 264;
first live bombing tests 194;
first guns in aeroplanes 194;
first bombsight 194;
first use of aeroplanes in war 194;
prototype'scouts' 196,201;
grows in Europe (1912) 197;
Royal Flying Corps founded 197;
first British competition 197;
first British takeoffs from ship
198;
aircraft review at Hendon 198;
ban on monoplanes 198;
the B.E.2C 200;
first aeroplane designed to fight
200;
First World War 207-15;
interrupter gear 208;
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first bombing raid
(aeroplanes) 210;
early radio-controlled aerial
bombs 212;
as symbols of destruction 214;
parachutes in First World
War 215;
influence of 'Billy' Mitchell 220;
preparations for war 240;
modern long-range bomber 242;
Second World War 244-55;
first operational jets 248-9;
rocket aeroplanes 250,251;
flying and rocket bombs, etc.
251,252;
first bombing raid (balloons) 265
see also parachutes; rockets 

Miller, W 44, 44 
Minos, King 12 
Miolan 32,32 
missiles see rockets, etc. 
Mitchell see North American 
Mitchell, Brig. Gen. William E 220 
Mitchell, RJ 221-2,222,235;

see also Supermarine Spitfire 
Moisant, John B 183, 184 
Mollison, Amy Johnson 240, 240 
Mollison, Capt. James A 240 
Monaco meetings:

1912 197;
1913 202 

Mona Lisa 206 
Monobloc Antoinette

see Levavasseur 
Monocoque Deperdussin

see Deperdussin 
monocoque and stressed-skin

construction:
early 194-5;
definitions 196,204;
influence of Rohrbach 217-18;
lack of progress in Britain
218-19;
modern concept of 218 

Monomail see Boeing 
monoplanes (before 1906)

see aeroplanes 
monoplanes (from 1906 onwards):

first tractor 147;
firmly established 170ff;
first cabin 197;
eclipse of 198;
ban on 198;
modern ascendency of 216ff
see also tandem-wing aeroplanes 

Monosoupape engines 208, 209 
Montgolfier, Jacques Etienne and

Joseph Michel 28-30, 29-30 
Montgomery, John Joseph

68, 108, 109, 140, 195 
Moon travel fiction 27-8, 55, 216 
Moore-Brabazon see Brabazon 
Morane and Morane-

Saulnier aircraft 191, 192,
199, 200, 200, 208, 208

Moreau, Captain von 242 
Morris, R 27
Mosquito see De Havilland 
Moth see De Havilland 
motorcars see automobilisme 
moulinets a noix, and moulinets a

vent 16, 16 
motors see engines 
Mouillard, Louis Pierre 48, 51, 66 
Mount Everest 242 
mountains, first flight over 183,242 
movable control surfaces

see flight control 
moving pictures see cinema films 
Moy, Thomas 61, 61 
Mozhaiski, Alexander

Feodorovitch 66-7, 67 
Mueller, Johann see Regiomontanus 
multiplanes (in general):

first suggested and used 34-7
see also biplanes; triplanes 

multiplanes (more than three):
Wenham 52;
Renard 59;
Phillips 84;
Hargrave 96-9;
Chanute 100;
Sellers 164 

Munich meeting 188 
Murrell, M H 64 
musical kites see kites 
Mustang see North American 
myths and legends 11-14

Nadar (Felix Tournachon) 50
Nagasaki 255
Nakajima Liz-2 247
Napier engines 220, 222, 230
Natter see Bachem
naval aviation see military aviation
NBS see Martin
Neale monoplane 183
Nesterov, Lieut. 199
Netherlands, first flight in 180
newspapers see press
Nice meeting 188
Nicholson monoplane 183
Nieuport, fidouard, and his

aircraft 183-4, 192, 194,
195,199,200,208 

night flights, first 183, 185, 202 
N1M see Northrop 
North American aircraft:

B-25 Mitchell 246; P51
Mustang 245

Northcliffe, Lord see Daily Mail 
North Pole, flight to 227 
Northrop aircraft: N1M 231 
Nye, James 48

oars, aerial see flapper propulsion 
Oberursel engine 213 
observation (aerial)

see military aviation 
Oehmichen, Etienne 225

O'Dwyer, W J 286 
O'Gorman, M 198, 198 
Ohain, H von 234 
oil technology 65 
Oka II 251 
oleo-undercarriages

see undercarriages 
Oliver of Malmesbury 15 
Olivier 69
Olympia (London) 188 
Opel, Fritz von 226, 226 
Ornis aeroplane 183 
ornithopter: da Vinci 19 
ornithopters (since 1750), 

including designs, models, 
full-size, etc.: 
man-powered:

Besnier 22, 22;
Desforges 26;
Meerwein 26, 26;
Blanchard 27;
Renaux 30;
Gerard 30;
Aries 30;
Goue 39;
Degen 39,39;
Berblinger 39;
Lambertye 39;
Miller 44, 44;
Aubaud 46;
Breant 47;
Bourcart 49, 49;
Struve and Telescheff 49;
Lilienthal 49;
Dandrieux 62, 63-4;
de Groof 63, 63;
Cornelius 70;
Herard 70 

clockwork-powered:
Hooke 21 

rubber-powered:
Tatin 60, 63;
Jobert 62;
Villeneuve 62;
Penaud 63;
Brearey 63;
Pichancourt 70 

steam-powered:
Artingstall 40;
de Louvrie 63;
Smythies 70;
Frost 87 

gunpowder-powered:
Trouve 62, 62 

internal-combustion-powered:
de Louvrie 63 

carbonic acid gas:
Lilienthal 92ff 

uncertain power sources:
Swedenborg 25;
Duchesnay 44;
von Drieberg 44;
Seguin 44;
Boulton 54;
Prigent 60;
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Quimby 64; 
Keith 64; 
Lamboley 64; 
Murrell 64; 
Wheeler 64; 
Wellner 86 

Otto, N A 49, 65

P-51 see North American 
Paltock, R 27 
parachutes:

general description of invention,
and early 18;
da Vinci 18,18;
Veranzio 20, 20;
first human drop from the air
30-1,31;
Cayley 43;
for lowering models 50;
first drop from an aeroplane 198;
first free-type 212;
in First WorldWar 215 

'Paris, Miss' (a cat) 205 
Paris, first flight over 180 
Parke, Lieut. 197 
Parsons, Sir Charles A 70, 86 
Passarola 24, 24 
passenger-carrying, first 135, 155 
Paucton, A J P 25 
Paulhan, Louis 182, 185, 185;

see also Tatin-Paulhan 
Pauze, de la 64 
PBY see Consolidated 
Pearse, Richard William 87, 285 
Pegasus balloon 156 
Pegasus engines see Bristol 
Pegoud, Adolphe 199 
Peltier, Mme Therese 155 
Penaud, Alphonse 56, 57, 57-8, 63;

'planophore' 56, 57 
pendulum stabilisers see stability 
Pennsylvania (USS) 187 
Pequet 194
Pescara, Marquis de I 225 
Petrograd see St Petersburg 
petroleum technology 65 
petrol engines see engines 
Pettigrew, J Bell 62 
Peugeot engines 138 
Peyret 215
Peyrey, Francois 154, 159 
Pfalz aeroplanes 209, 212 
Phillips, Horatio F 68-9, 68, 84-5,

84, 150;
makes first hop flights in Britain
150

Phillips, W H 40, 54 
photography, first (from aero 

planes) 182;
first rapid sequence 62-3;
first from a kite 70;
of Lilienthal's glides 90;
first air-to-ground cinema films
182 

Piazza, Capt. 194

Pichancourt 70
pigeon, wooden (Archytas) 15
pig, flying 205
Pilcher, Perry Sinclair 98, 102-7, 105
pilot-operated control

systems see flight control 
pilot position, prone

see prone pilot position 
pilots, attitude of mind of

see airmen and chauffeurs 
Piraud, Pompeien 70 
Pischof, Alfred de 150,150 
Pixton, C H 203 
'planophore' see Penaud, A 
Platz, Reinhold 216-7 
Pline, Joseph 51 
Pocock, George 40 
Pocock, Martha 40 
Poles, flights over the 227 
Polytechnic Institution (London),

founded by Cayley 37-8 
Pomes 64 
Ponche and Primard

Tubavion 196 
Ponton d'Amecourt,

Vicomte de see Amecourt 
Porte, JC 203,210 
Porte Baby 211 
Portugal, first flight in 180 
Post, Wiley 242 
powered flights, first 119-25 
'power kites' 205 
power plants see engines 
Prandtl, Ludwig 136, 151, 212, 228 
Pratt and Whitney engines 253;

Wasp 236-7;
Twin-Wasp 232 

'Pratt truss' 101, 114-15 
press (the), and aviation 41, 90,

113,173
pressurisation of aircraft 233, 253 
Prete, C P Del 227 
Prevost, M 201,202 
Prier, P 190 
Prieur (Le) rockets 212 
Prigent 60 
Primard 196 
Pritchard, J L, Capt. 34, 42, 78;

and Stringfellow 42;
on Maxim 78 

projectiles (finned) 18, 37 
prone pilot position:

da Vinci 18;
Meerwein 26;
Wenham 52;
Wrights 116ff 

propellers see airscrews 
prophecies (false):

Kelvin 110;
British Under-Secretary for
Air 243 

propulsion see engines and
propulsion

Proteus engines see Bristol 
Psalms: quoted 11

Pterodactyl see Hill, G T R 
pterophores 25 
Pulitzer trophy 220 
pulse-duct engines

see jet propulsion 
Pup see Sopwith 
Puss Moth see De Havilland

Quimby, Miss Harriet 195, 198, 199 
Quimby, W F 64

R, Model see Wright, Orville and
Wilbur

R-3 see Verville-Sperry 
R3C see Curtiss 
R-4, R-4B, R-5 see Sikorsky 
R.23 (dirigible) 220 
R.34 (dirigible) 272 
races:

in 1909 175, 176;
in 1910 140, 185, 188;
in 1911 190-1;
Schneider trophy 202, 203, 220,
234, 234-5
see also meetings 

radial engines see engines 
radio and aircraft 188, 195;

radio-controlled aerial bombs,
first 210
see also instruments 

RAF engine 213 
Raiche, Dr Bessica 195 
Raleigh, Sir Walter:

quoted 125;
on the Wrights 125 

ram jets see jet propulsion 
Randolph, S 286 
Rapide (Dragon) see De Havilland 
Raynham, FP 195 
R.E. see Farnborough 
R.E. (types) see Farnborough 
reaction propulsion see jet

propulsion; rockets 
Read, Albert Gushing 216 
Rebenstein, George 44 
reconnaissance, aerial

see military aviation 
records (aviation) see at ends

of sections, from 1909 
Red Wing see Aerial

Experiment Association 
refuelling in flight 233 
Regent Street Polytechnic 38 
Regiomontanus (Johann Miiller) 17 
Reims (meetings):

1909 175, 176;
1910 188;
'Concours Militaire' (1911) 194 

Reissner, Hans 196 
Reliant see Stinson 
Renard, Charles 59, 70 
Renard and Krebs dirigible 70 
Renault engines 197 
Renaux, AJ 30 
REP aeroplanes and engines
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see Esnault-Pelterie, R 
Resnier de Goue see Goue 
Restif de la Bretonne 28 
retractable undercarriages

see undercarriages 
RFC see Royal Flying Corps 
Rheims meetings see Reims 
Rhone (Le) engines 213 
Richet, Charles 85 
Ridge, T 195 
Robins, B 34
Robinson, Hugh Armstrong 195 
rocket propulsion see rockets 
rockets and missiles:

invention of, and early,rockets
16-17, 1 7, 32;
early aeroplanes propelled by
16-17, 17,226;
Lorin missiles 164;
radio-controlled aerial bombs
212;
birth of modern rocketry 216;
Goddard's publication (1919)
216, 252;
first liquid fuel 216;
rocket-propelled aeroplanes 250,
250;
V-l Flying Bombs 251,251;
V-2 rocket bombs 252
see also jet propulsion 

Rodgers, Calbraith P 191 
Roe, Sir Alliott Verdon 150, 156,

157, 179, 192, 201;
first hop flights 156;
influenced by Goupy 179;
triplanes 179
see also Avro aircraft 

Roe, G Verdon- see Verdon-Roe 
Rohrbach, A 204, 212, 217-18, 218 
Roland, Scout 212 
Rolls, Hon. Charles Stewart

166, 169, 169, 179, 186,188;
death of 188 

Rolls-Royce engines 221, 245, 254;
Eagle 213;
Falcon 210;
Griffon 254;
Kestrel 230;
Merlin 232, 232, 242, 246, 254 

Romania, first flight in 180 
Romas, Jacques de 25 
rotary engines see engines 
Rouen meeting 188 
Royal Aero Club 87 
Royal Aeronautical Society 52, 63,

98;
exhibition at Crystal Palace 53 

Royal Aircraft Establishment
see Farnborough 

Royal Aircraft Factory
see Farnborough 

Royal Automobile Club 88 
Royal Flying Corps: founded 197 
Royal Society 21 
rubber-tyred wheels

see undercarriages 
rubber (twisted) engines

see engines 
Ruchonnet 194, 196 
rudders see flight control 
Ruinart Champagne firm 146, 205 
Rumpler aeroplanes 184,207 
Russia, first flight in 180 
Ryan aircraft: Spirit of St. Louis 227

S.5; S.6; S.6B see Supermarine
S.38 see Short
S-42; S-51 see Sikorsky
Sagan, F (quoted) 72
Saint Andre, T de 33
St Petersburg meeting 188
Salamander see Heinkel
Samson, CR 198
Sander, F W 226
Sanderval, de 69
Santos-Dumont, Alberto 127,

144-6, 145, 162, 171-2;
first flights in Europe 146;
first light aeroplanes 148, 149,
162ff, 165, 171, 171 

Saracen of Constantinople 15 
Sarti, V 40 
Saulnier see Morane-

Saulnier
Savoia aircraft 227, 242 
Scarff ring 210 
Schkrouff, Van den see Van den

Schkrouff 
Schlaifer, R 234 
Schneider 215 
Schneider Trophy 202, 203, 203,

220, 234, 234-5;
won outright by Britain 234, 235 

Schott, Caspar 23 
Scientific American prize 157 
Scott, Miss Blanche 195 
Scott, Lieut. Riley 194 
Scout, first 196 
Scylla see Short
S.E. aeroplanes see Farnborough 
seaplanes:

first design 57, 58;
first 184;
first practical 193, 193;
first flying boat flies 196;
come into their own (1912) 196;
first meeting 197;
second meeting 202;
development in the 1920s 224-5;
development in the 1930s
239-49;
in Second World War 247
see also amphibians 

Second World War
see military aviation 

Seguin, Louis and Laurent 182 
Seguin, Marc 44 
Sellers, Matthew Bacon 64, 230 
Selfridge, Lieut. Thomas E 156, 161 
sesquiplane (Coanda) see Coanda

Sewell, ER 112
Shaw, H S Hele- see Hele-Shaw
Shaw, Hudson 99
Sheldon,] 30
ship-to-shore kites 48
ships, first takeoffs and

landings see launching 
shock absorbers (undercarriage)

see undercarriages 
Short aircraft 169, 179, 180, 185,

198;
Short-built Wrights 169,179;
'Short No. 2' 179;
Tandem Twin 193;
Triple-Twin 193;
floatplanes 198,210;
S.38 206;
modified S.38 206;
Silver Streak 218,218;
Swallow 218;
Calcutta 224;
Singapore 225;
Mercury 233;
Scylla 236;
Empire 239-40;
Sunderland 240, 247, 247;
Stirling 246 

Short-Mayo 233 
'side curtains' see wings 
Sigrist, F 200, 200 
Sikorsky, Igor Ivan:

Bolshoi 202, 202, 203;
Ilia Mouriametz 203;
S-42 239;
and da Vinci 247;
VS-300 247-8;
XR-4 248;
R-4B 248;
R-5 (S-51) 248 

Silver Dart see Aerial
Experimental Association 

Silver Streak see Short 
skid (tail): first designed 57 
skid-undercarriages see Wrights, etc. 
ski-jump ramp see launching 
skirts (women's), aviation hazards

of 166
Skymaster see Douglas 
slotted wings 229,229 
Smeaton, J 34 
Smith, Sir C Kingsford-

see Kingsford-Smith 
Smith, Ross 227 
Smithsonian Institution 78-9;

written to by the Wrights 114 
smoke, used in wind tunnels 63 
Smythies, John K 70 
Societe Aerostatique (etc.) 55 
societies, aeronautical, first 50, 52,

55;
see also the individual names 

Societe d'Encouragement, etc. 50 
solid of least resistance (Cayley's) 37 
Sommer, R, and aircraft 185, 194 
Sopwith, TOM, and aircraft 187;
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Camel 209, 212, 220;
Pup 209,211;
Tabloid 200-1, 200, 203, 206,
207, 208-9, 214;
IVi-Strutter 209

South America, first flight in 187 
Southern Cross see Fokker 
South Pole, flight to 227 
space fiction, early 27-8, 55;

see also rockets, etc. 
S.P.A.D. 209 
Spain:

first flight in 187;
civil war 241

spatted undercarriage, first 192 
'spearhead' helicopter 64 
specifications see the makers, etc. 
speeds, note on 164, 214-5 
speeds (records) see records 
Spencer, Charles 49, 54 
Sperry, Lawrence 198,206,212,229 
Sperry (Verville-) Racer 230 
spinning, first cases of 195 
Spirit of St. Louis see Ryan 
spit, roasting (airscrew operated) 18 
Spitfire see Supermarine 
split flaps 243 
spoilers (steering)

see steering air brakes 
spotting (for artillery), first 198 
Staaken aircraft 210 
stability:

Cayley 34ff;
Penaud 56-7;
Renard 59;
pendulum and other stabilisers
59, 146;
Brown 60-1;
Langley 8Off;
Lilienthal 92ff;
Hargrave 96ff;
box-kite 96;
Chanute 100-2;
Pilcher 102ff;
Wrights' concept of inherent
instability 115ff;
European concept of
inherent 133, 135, 139, 152,
153;
Ferber 135, 138;
box-kite incorporated
in aircraft 139;
Farnborough B.E.2C 200;
gyroscopic stabilisers 203
see also aerodynamics;
automatic pilot;
flight control;
wings;
wing warping

staggered biplane, first see wings 
Stamer, F 226 
steam engines see engines 
steam turbine, invention of the 70 
steel construction see metal

construction

steering air brakes 54-5, 66, 111 
steering spoilers

see steering air brakes 
stepped flying-boat hull, first 196 
Steiger-Kirchofer, Carl 85-6, #5-6 
Stevens, Leo 215 
Stinson Reliant 240, 240 
Stirling see Short 
Stirling Castle 17 
Stout, William B 224 
Stratocruiser see Boeing 
Stratoliner see Boeing 
streamlining:

da Vinci 18;
Cayley 37;
later 192, 196,228 

stressed-skin construction 204,
217-18

Stringfellow, F J 69-70 
Stringfellow, John 41-2, 42, 54;

triplane model 54, 54
see also Henson, W S 

Struve 49 
Stuka see Junkers 
suicide aircraft see Kamikaze 
Sunderland see Short 
superchargers, early 212 
Superfortress see Boeing 
Supermarine aircraft:

S.5 221, 221;
S.6, S.6B 221, 230, 234, 235;
Spitfire 240,241,244-5 

superposed wings
see biplanes; multiplanes;
triplanes; wings 

Super Sportster, (Gee Bee) 235 
Swallow see Short 
Sweden, first flight in 180 
Swedenborg, E 25 
swept wings see wings 
Swift, J 27
Switzerland, first flight in 187 
Swordfish see Fairey

Tabloid see Sopwith 
Tabuteau, Maurice 190 
tailless aeroplanes

see the individual types 
Tailor of Ulm 39 
tail skid: first designed 57 
Tandem Twin 193 
tandem-wing aircraft

see aeroplanes; gliders 
Tarentum, Archytas of 15 
Tatin, Victor 60, 63, 85, 133-4, 142;

on copying the Americans 133-4;
admits defeat by Wrights 142 

Tatin de La Vaulx monoplane 152 
Tatin-Paulhan aeroplane 192 
Tatin-Richet model 85 
Taube see Etrich; Rumpler 
Taylor, R 35 
Taylor aircraft 240 
TB-3, TB-7 233, 247 
Telescheff Nicholas de 49, 52, 52

Tempest see Hawker
Temple, Du, Felix 43, 47, 48, 59, 59
Tennyson, Lord: quoted 11
tension wheel 37
Terzi see Lana de
tethered aeroplane models 60, 61,

84, 146
Thibaut de Saint Andre 33 
Thomas 205 
Thompson Trophy 235 
Tiger Moth see De Havilland 
Times, The: on the Wrights 159 
Tipoo Sahib see Tipu Sultan 
Tipu Sultan 33 
Tissandier, Paul 161, 169 
Torpille (Aero-) 192 
Tournachon, F see Nadar 
tower jumpers 15,15 
Towler, HF 211 
town, first flight over a 180 
tractor (caterpillar) invented by

Cayley 37
tractor biplanes see biplanes 
transatlantic flights see

Atlantic crossings 
transport (air):

first passenger flights 155;
Zeppelin service 183,227;
first airlines 203, 222;
influence of the Lockheed Vega
219;
spread of in the 1920s 219;
rise of the basic types of aircraft
223, 235, 236ff;
growth of 1919-29
(figures) 224;
first successful large British
machine 236;
first modern airliners 236ff;
birth of the modern airliner 236;
development of medium-size
236ff;
the Douglas DC-1 to DC-3
237-8, 238;
the Douglas DC-4 239;
the four-engined era starts 239;
flying boats 239-40;
growth of in the 1930s 244;
transport development left to
USA 244;
development in USA
(1939-45) 252-4 

tricycle undercarriage
see undercarriages 

triplanes:
first model 53, 54;
first full-size 36;
first full-size (powered) 152
see also Goupy;
multiplanes; Roe, Sir A V 

Triple-Twin 193 
Triptolemus 12 
Trouve, G 25, 62, 62 
True, E L 284 
Tubavion see Ponche
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turbine (gas) see jet propulsion 
turbine (steam), invention of 70 
turbojets/turboprops see jet

propulsion
Turkey, first flight in 180 
turning spoilers see steering

air brakes
Twin, Tandem and Triple- 193 
twin-airscrew aeroplanes,

first 35,40,41,42,46 
twin-engine aeroplanes, first 74, 75 
Twin-Wasp see Pratt and Whitney 
Typhoon see Hawker

Ulm, Tailor of see Berblinger 
Ulm, Capt. Charles T P 227 
undercarriages, first designs:

retractable (first designs) 17,57;
first used 164, 192;
first practical 220, 220, 230;
growth of 232;
three-wheel 41, 233;
first shock absorbers 57;
first pneumatic-tyred 144;
Wrights 186, 186;
first oleo 192
see also launching;
also the individual inventors 

'undulator' 63 4

V-l (Flying Bomb) 251,251
V-2 (rocket) 252
V/1500 see Handley Page
Valier, M 226
Valkryrie aeroplanes 184, 184
Vallet 30
Vampire see De Havilland
Van den Schkrouff 180
Vaulx, de La see La Vaulx
Vedrines, Jules 190, 791, 196, 199
Vega see Lockheed
Veranzio, Fausto 20, 20
Vergeltungswaffen 251,252
Verne, Jules 55,216
vertical stabilisers see stability
Verville-Sperry Racer (R-3) 230
Vickers and Vickers-Armstrong

aircraft:
F.B.5 Gunbus 200, 208, 208;
monoplane 192;
Vimy 216,217,222;
Vimy Commercial 222;
Wellesley 243;
Wellington 241, 242, 246, 246 

Vickers Supermarine
see Supermarine 

Villeneuve, H de 50, 62 
Vimy see Vickers 
Vinci, Leonardo da 17-20, 18-19,

206, 247;
Mona Lisa 206 

Vindex,HMS 210-11 
Viper see Bachem 
Vivinus engines 172 
Voisin, Charles and Gabriel, and

their aircraft 98, 139-40,
139-40, 149, 149, 172, 186,
193; float gliders (1905) 98, 139;
Charles joins Ferber 130;
Voisin-Delagrange 149, 149;
Voisin-Kapferer 149;
Voisin-Farman I 149;
Brabazonand 163, 179
see also Reims meeting 

Voisin-Archdeacon float
glider 139, 139 

Voisin-Bleriot float glider 139 
Voisin-Delagrange biplane 149, 149 
Vol des Oiseaux (Esterno) 50 
'Volksjager' (He 162) see Heinkel 
VS-300 see Sikorsky 
Vuia, Trajan 144, 148

W.8 see Handley Page
W-34 see Junkers
Waco CG-4A 247
Wagner, HA 218
Walker, Dr P B 204
Walker, T 39, 39
Walter engines 250
Ward, J B 65
Warchalowski brothers 205
warfare (aerial) see military aviation
warping see wing warping
warp-rudder linkage see flight

control full lateral control 
warships see military aviation; ships 
Wasp see Pratt and Whitney 
watchspring engines

see engines (clockwork) 
Watson, Preston, A 87, 285-6 
Weiss,Jose 180 
Weisskopf see Whitehead 
Wellesley see Vickers 
Wellington see Vickers 
Wellner, Professor 86 
Wels, F 152
Wells, H G, on Bleriot 179 
Wenham, Francis Herbert 52, 53,

100
Westland aircraft 242 
Westland-Sikorsky

see Sikorsky 
Wheeler, I M 64 
wheels, cycle-type tension:

Cayley invents 37 
whirling arms (for aerodynamic

research):
Robins 34;
Smeaton 34;
Cayley 34;
Maxim 76;
Langley 79;
Ferber 128 

White, C Grahame-
see Grahame-White 

Whitehead, (Weisskopf),
Gustave 87,286-7 

White Wing
see Aerial Experiment Assoc.

Whitley see Armstrong-
Whitworth 

Whitten-Brown, Sir A
see Alcock, Sir J 

Whittle, Sir F, and engines
229, 233, 233, 249, 249 

Wiencziers aircraft 192,230 
Wilkins,John 21 
Willkie 108
Willughby, Francis 22-3 
windmills 14, 14;

see also airscrew toys 
windmill toys 16, 16 
wind tunnels:

first used 53;
smoke used in 63 

wings (general):
aerodynamics of (early)
see Cayley, Wenham, etc.;
ailerons see flight control;
anhedral (Wrights) 116;
box-kite 139ff;
cambered 37,53,68,69;
cantilever 195, 205, 216;
delta, first design 51;
dihedral first suggested 36;
double-surfaced, first designed 41;
elliptical 144;
flap valve see flap-valve principle;
'flying wings' 188,231;
kites as 35;
metal, early 213;
modern configuration, first 36;
"side curtains' 139ff;
slotted 229, 229;
staggered 173;
superposed 36;
swept (see also 'delta'
above) 150;
tandem 39, 39, 60-2;
undulating 64;
wing warping see flight control
see also aerodynamics;
ailerons; biplanes;
multiplanes; triplanes;
wing warping; etc. 

wing warping:
technique of 113-14,114;
early 94, 113ff;
Wrights' 113ff;
later use 149, 171,193
see also ailerons; steering air
brakes

wireless see radio 
Wise, J 43 
women and flying:

first to fly in an aeroplane 155;
skirts a hazard 166;
first pilot 190;
first US pilot 195 

wood construction:
avoidance in warplanes 219;
revival in Mosquito 244 

Wootton,J 65 
Worcester, Marquis of 22
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Aviation

Worsley, Miss K
see Kent, Duchess of 

Wright (Howard) biplane 185 
Wright, Orville and Wilbur:

general description 113-25, 113,
157-60;
first flight of half an hour 103;
LilienthaPs influence 113;
observing buzzards 113;
first idea of warping 113, 114,
114;
first contact with Chanute 114;
their first aircraft (with warping)
114, 114;
debts to Chanute 115;
the word'warp' 116;
their three gliders 116-9;
Wilbur's Chicago lectures 117;
invention of the warp-rudder
linkage 118;
problem of engine and airscrews
119,120;
powered Flyer 1(1903) 119ff,
121-2;
world's first powered flights
120-1, 283;
distance through the air 121;
Flyer II (1904) 122-3;
first assisted takeoff 123;
first circle flown 123;
first eyewitness account 123;
first five-minute flight 123;
Flyer III (1905) 123-5;
offer of Flyers to US and British
govts 124, 125;
visit from Col. Capper 124-5;
Capper's opinion of Wrights
125;
they precipitate European
revival 127ff;
powerful influence on Europe
129ff;

Chanute lectures on them in Paris
(1903) 129, 130;
news of 1905 season reaches
France 141, 142;
their basic patent published in
France 142-3;
warming-up flights in USA
(1908) 157;
make first passenger flights 157;
Wilbur comes to Europe (1908)
158;
Wilbur's flights in Europe (1908)
158-9;
revolutionises European
aviation 158;
press on Wilbur 158-9;
makes first hour flight 160;
first two-hour flight 160;
Orville flies in public in the USA
161;
Selfridge killed 161;
the myth about Wright engines
not being effective for flight 166;
takes first British passengers 166;
takes first women as passengers
166;
hazard of women's skirts
overcome 166;
Wrights in 1909 169ff;
first to use dual control 169;
take up first cinematographer
182;
in 1910 185-6, 186;
influence waning 185;
Wilbur dies (1912) 198-9;
Orville is joint inventor of split
flap 243
quotations on the Wrights by:

Baden-Powell 159;
Besancon 141;
Bleriot 158;
Capper 124 5;

Chanute 117, 133;
Delagrange 158;
Dollfus 124, 161;
Ferber 135;
Figaro, Le 59;
Gasnier 158;
La Vaulx 129-30, 159;
Peyrey 159;
Tatin 133-4, 142;
Times, The (London) 159;
Wright (Bishop) 198-9;
Zens 158

Wright-type gliders see Archdeacon; 
Esnault-Pelterie; Ferber; Short; 
etc.; also gliders

XC-35 see Lockheed 
XP S9A see Bell 
XP-80 see Lockheed 
XR-4 see Sikorsky

YB-17see Boeing
Yellow Peril see Handley Page

Zahn, AF 68
Zanonia plant 150
Zens, Paul, on the Wrights 158
Zeppelin, Count Ferdinand

von 127,127,183,203,227 
Zeppelins 183,211,212,227,228;

passenger-carrying 183;
Graf Zeppelin 227;
Hindenburg 274 

Zeppelin, Staaken aircraft 210, 210,
218

Ziolkowski, K E 86, 87 
Zipfel, Armand 180 
Zodiac aircraft 185
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In this classic account, Charles Gibbs-Smith traces the story of aviation from the invention 

of the kite in China through to the beginnings of the jet age. In particular, the book gives a 

lovingly-reconstructed account of the experiments, disasters and successes in many countries 

which culminated in the achievement of a genuine flying machine by the Wright brothers in the 

United States. A large part of Gibbs-Smith's story also covers the early years of aviation before 

1914. This period, rich in eccentric characters and extraordinary efforts, laid the foundation for 

future progress.

The second edition of Gibbs-Smith's authoritative text, out of print for many years, is here 

republished with a number of new illustrations. It will delight a new generation of aviation 

enthusiasts.

Charles Harvard Gibbs-Smith, who died in 1981, was a Research Fellow at the Science 

Museum, London, and an Honorary Companion of the Royal Aeronautical Society.

Front cover: Mr Gibbs making an evening flight', in a biplane on the final day of the 

Wolverhampton Flying Meeting, 1910. [Science & Society Picture Library)

Back cover: A Lockheed 749 Constellation, built in September 1947, now in the Science 

Museum's collection. (Science & Society Picture Library!
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